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*A Study of the Stereochealstry and Valency of Selenium
In its Omanie Compounds.* ________ '
" . • ■ Th# historical survey traces the development-of 
the electronic theory of valency; defines -the polar, non* 
polar, and semi-polar double bond with special reference"to 
the stereochemistry and valency of sulphur in the sulphl&ic 
es ters- and sulphoxides; in which compounds the ©ulphur-oxygeu 
linkage la shown to be a semi-polar double, bond. A brief • 
account of the valency of the organic compounds of selenium' 
and tellurium, describes quite different types of stereo- 
chemical and valency relations from those-of sulphur: namely 
the cla-tr&ns isomerism of the dimethyl telluronium dihy&roxi 
and the failure up to the present time to separate en&n&iomar 
lonely -.related forms of selenoxldea.
Three mixed selenoxides ‘were examined with a view 
to provide stereochemical evidence of the existence of & 
a ©si-polar double bond between the selenium and': oxygen, attorns 
in seleiiQXides. . - These attempts were'.not successful, &!- , 
though Dr- Sugden has shown that the parachor- measurements>of^ 
selenoxl&es are consistent with the' possession of a semi-" 
polar double bond between the oxygen and selenium atoms.
Many organic - compounds' of selenium, are unstable - 
in solution, and under the action of heat, to a such greater 
extent than the analogous sulphur compounds; thus evidence \ 
is put forward to show that- seXenoxidea -and aeleni&e dilmllt 
have a, labile structure which in the case of i@lenoxld.ea ' \s 
leads to rapid raeemls&ticn. -
Experiments were performed with the semi-aromatic 
selenldes' and their additive compounds to investigate-'tho 
nature of these structures. ..The results appear to afford 
an. explanation of the polymerisation of the . -^dimethyl 
telluronium dlhy-droxtde recently described by .Brew.
The thermal decomposition.of semi-aromatic sel- 
ehides can bo developed as. a method for the production of 
new organic compounds of selenium for the continuation of 
this research.
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The "Electronic, Theory of 'Valency has grown rapidly 
in the last deba&V End Its ''Influence ia now felt in aleor! all 
branches of chemistry." '"It has 'opened up 'fruitful "fields of :>
research in' steroocliomiatry"iiid has- wil&ed" together' a 'number of j
generalisations about valency' into '&'"single' coherent" theory. 1
Besides presenting a clearer picture of the difference j 
between polar and cion-polar ‘ Xinhlngn/"the' elscironic t h e o r y  h&a "• 
to its cro-I.it' that: It clearly dieting 3 .Lanes tae ' two typos of }
double bindings between atoms >  ■: namely ' the "ordinary 'e thy Ionic vnoa~ 
polar double bond arid the " seai-polar double bond!' v":For'ox&mplo, ■ 
although £atones' and" siiiphaxi&e®. ware ailoted similar formulae 
{ I. and IX. ■} by ’the clas si cal the ory' of m l  snoy,' and were each ;-
considered;. to contain a ' true double pondf'the 'electronic'''theory: I
of valency ' Is more' In 'agreement with tho: oaia tsnco of ■ a aonl-polar ;
double bond in . the aolphoriies,: as lahoan in' the formula (' III.'}’ |
P* Lr - - W i> . 0 £S ~ 0
  -  - ,  .,
tl). . (ID (in.)
. . .. ,, : . . . ■
' The prediction'has- recei^od enpoi'Imontal 'support,
since It has ‘been found that'' the ' v&luo of ' the pamchor of-' the 
double bond'between the sulphur; and ■ the oxygen at j .^sv organic%- 
sulphur; compounds> 'differs from ' that" of ■ thr p&rachor of ■ the double :
bond between the' carbon and' oxy^ a adorns of. a betonap b : ;
3 -
'her/ in support .of Vm. view . that - the double hond in .sulphoxides 
is unspnistrieal - it -.has been shown that nixed -sulphoxidea-exist 
in en&niionorphouslj::related;f.orsss*,;
According-.ter the electronic theory ;of valency tha 
formation G?,a-seiai-pol&r.. double.bond-between the. .oxygen and p.: 
sulphur fe toias of ;a ;sulphox.i&e ; is -due. . to the reluctance -oB.bth® 
r>art of . the sulphur: a tomto; increase : bh© number.; of ;-;@lec trons ; in. 
its valency, shell, beyond,• eight? :.es i t m u s t ;do - t o .form s.. true p 
double,bond with - the oxygen f atom*- , . p.Whilst it is .gensrally 
agreed that the elements: of .lower ...atomic .weight such as -sulphur ; 
sel&osi, ..if/ever, exist- in' their-- compounds .with, more than: sight- 
electrons ixf- their -mleney shells,■ ,-conflicting view©- are. 'held-as ., 
to-the maximum.number of. electrons which the elements of higher 
atonic weight will tolerate in their ¥alensy shells, Selenium 
and tellurluz, for ■ example, -say,; when la-combination, tolerate 
mere than eight ‘electrons in their valency shells* since Vernon 
has described' geom-atrie Isoasrs of dimethyl telluroniun dih.ydro.iid® 
in which he has assigned quadrivalent tellurium four - co~val®nt' 
bonds and a plane structure, fo fulfil these conditions 
tellurium must have tan •electrons in ita -valency shall*
However, Drew {J„ XuDp, p .‘§60 ■? -has shown that the - j^-dimethyl 
tolluronium dihydroxide is a oalt-lilte polymer having the same' 
satirical formula as the -c-isoiaeride,- the true dihydroxide. It 
is therefore probable'that compounds of quadrivalent tellurium 
have a tetrshedral structure, and that tellurium irillhave eight 
electrons- in its valency shell, Sugdoa (JV RI0&9 ) hao . 
thorn that the ' .
' link between the oxygen and selenium atoms in selenoxides ' is a • 
ge^i-polar double -bond, ' and:-that ■ selenium--■will' in consequence 
possess eight electrons'in 1 is • valency shell. —
This Thesis' 'describes - the •preparation of ' three . 
mixed selenoxidea, and the uzrsucessful- attempts : made tea resolve 
then into enantlomorphohsly 'related■-forms. : ; :-The evidence h';'v 
obtained suggests" that eitherf-'these selenoxides'’do not exist 
in stereo-isomeric forms,' or, rthat .the selenoxides h&v© a-labile 
■structure which leads ; to rapid racenisation, ' .VThe .possible ■ 
forms of the 'oxygen-soX©nium linkage are discussed In • the light 
of Vernon’s work modified by "the recent'researches of D m ,  
Experiments with othef organic "compounds' of quadrivalent selenium 
are described, ; ' ~ " :
(a) - The-Electronic Theory of Valency.-
. if
‘ • : ■ : -/■ ;  .-■■ : A1 th© U gll th@
!■
h y p o t h e t i c a l  - ’bond* . of.; the organic chemist of ^ome. years ago jj
lacked.precise definition,, it'>:es - to.s .thesi- a reality*~ . Upon the 
simple .assumption.-of. a. * ’bond*: was-founded ;a -comprehensive theory ;•
cf the mcleeular•structure■©f organic compounds,•end.it was■a great 
disappointment that; this simple ■ ideaof r the mechanism, of "Chemical 
union:failed when applied to ' Inorganic compounds*' ‘Werner did 
a-great deal to. clear, a m y  these apparent• anomalies,, since he - j-
realined end clearly demonstrated ..-that the*bond’. of the organic .
chemist was ’by no' means ...the 'universal: link between all; .atoms, in. 
molecules* ;. It ^ss left ■ to - the. electronic- theory of: valency .- 
to show that-the bond ;■ of u the; organic. chemist'was one of the . I
fundamental . 1 inks- go s by- which - atoms-, could, be linked. ■; - - -.; ,; ;
The investigation of the conduction of an electric i
current by gases at very low pressures led Sir J.J.. Thomson to the 
conclusion , that the cathode rays given off in the transparent 
gas-.containing vessel were streams of negatively charged particles 
travelling with a high velocity. He deduced that the ratio of 
the charge'to the nreo of the p&rtieles was a constant (within the 
limits of experimental error.)/ irrespective, of the mature of. the 
electrodes, or- the gas concerned in the experiments’. -These" 
particles.were electrons and were a cons tiiuent of all atoms, 
which were then regarded as structures of positive and negative.
electricity -- the negative electricity being in the form of
electrons cf-negligible mass,
Br\d the positive': electricity - on --the '.other-hand' beings associated:: |
with the massive.,part; of the atom, w  ‘ This massive.,:part of" the - l
' , ' ' ■ ■ 'ii''
p.tom was universally ^ recognised aslforsiing the;nucleus*fabout'•
which and far externalto: it:were electrons ^ o the sum, -of ■ the
negative charges on which exactly balanced the excess positive
charge'on the nucleus. ■ At first there was- some .doubt, as to
the number of external’ *1 s in an a ton, but* however, .the
researches -*r he sole/ cn I e X-ray cgectrg 6^ the elements dia-
closed a f*- ih : ~ r t*  n quantity, termed the atonic .number, which
represent .j ~r of *rftrr*-nucI ear electrons, or thenumber
of positiv i : v  . ig &. .is-5-. rges on the nucleus. - : :
The problem of con:trueting an atomic model resolved |
itself into devising an s.rrr ngc: « and. a mode of motion of a def ~ ]
inite number of electrons' ot.vt a nucleus' of known mass and charge.
Such a model' had to give ~ account of h c *o&l and physical
properties ;of the given element, e.g. valency and node of union
to fora compounds. The periodic variations in.the properties
cf the elements suggested that the arrangement of the.electrons
in successive eltis.ents presented a periodic. recurrence moat.readily
accounted for on the assumption, that the else irons are arranged .
around the nucleus, in successive layers or rings. It was--
assumed that only thih outer layer or ring of electrons was affected
by reactions with atoms so that the chemical character v&s due to
those outer, e l ^ o t v o n c  ^  thus. the: d e c  t^o arrangement of the
outer layer or ring was similar "for elements of the same -family.
It wes also assumed that'the■ arrangement of the'greatest.stability 
g that of the outer ring of electrons'of ' the' Inert gases discover­
ed by E&msay imd Baylelgh.':' - v: In 1916; both Lewis and' itoas©! put 
forward closely similar 'theories of the electronic nature of 
valency. '
(I). Polar and lion-polar Linkings. ..
- . Both Lewis and lossel
considered that an atom could b# regarded as a small positive ' A 
nucleus surrounded by concentric groups of electrons/ :the; first- ; 
group consisting, of two electrons; the second consisting of .a "■ 
group of eight; the third" a' group of eight; whilst " the remainder 
were arranged in a, somewhat in&etmalnate manner except' that the 
outer group consisted of. eight electrons . in . the. c&ae,of the atoms 
of the inert gases. .
According to .Xossel*? theory, the union .of ..atoms -was, . 
concerned with toe tendency, of ,eoso atoms to lose, and others - 
to gain electrons in such a. manner as. to approximate to the a true t~ 
ure of the atoms of the inert' elements. ,v . For example, Kassel 
saw that .if an• atom of. potassium .loot-one electron, or &n atom of • 
chlorine gained one electron; two stable univalent Ion of_th©: 
structure, of toe nearest Inert-gas argon.were formed,, differing, 
only In too sign .of the charge on the. ion. . The potassium and 
chlorine atoms in potassium chlorinewere held together by . the 
Metrostatie attraction between , the two oppositely, charged ions. 
This was . the first, definite, exposition of an. electronic- theory-.of
Wc-acy after;, toe discovery• of the theory of atomic.- numbers, •.- . :
. Lewis,developed his theory, of the mechanism of 
v a len cy  a l o n g  the seme lines as Kossel,- except. that h a  na&e,the 
f o l l o w i n g  fundamental. assumption-, —  t h a t  an electron n a y . be 
shared tstween; two atomsand-, Irr some-manner contribute- to the 
suability of. both. ;. Thbouber : layer ,or rln&. of., valy-iicy ;.elections 
vare  o r i e n t a t e d  to - the corners-, of ,a cube, thus the union of atoms 
01 c h l o r i n e  to f prut. the. .stable, molecule of. chlorine gas ■ could, bo 
v i e u a l i a e i l  as follows:-  —
Cl
JLt • «>- - ---t*V
r i
Cl
jvr-L I 
* .
"  -i/".
■ It might be emphasised that the conception of a 
wimble octet of electrons in the "'outer or" valency shell of 'the 
atom is of '’fundamental importance'’in the Leisi's hypothesis, for 
he stressed the idea that if an atom possesses an external octet, 
it is stable and-inert like the inert'gases' and similarly will 
riot enter into.chemical’ combination with" other atoms.' ' This" 
combination may;'be effected; together with the co-existence of 
complete octets in each of bh© constituent atoms, by the trans­
ference of an electron from one atom to the other, whilst the . 
combination of- the two atoms of chlorine ( shown above -} and the 
simultaneous possession of complete octets of. valency electrons 
is achieved by two-electrons becoming common to two octets.
It is evident-that four electrons, .could 'be shared In common to 
constitute a double, bond, and yet in neither, case is .the- elect- 
tric&i stability of. the atoms disturbed, ju e. they are typically 
n o a -p o la r
1 1 .
These two linkages % ~-~ ; , ..
(a) ..polar, or Ionised linkages; due to the trans­
ference of electrons from one atom-, to another.,
(b) non-polar, or non-ioni gable.. linkages; due to 
the sharing of electrons, each atom contributing 
an electron to the. .common link or bond. . ,
L&ngmulr suggested, should . be. termed Elec troval.ency and Co valency . 
respectively; ... ^
(ii) The Semi --polar - Double Bond.: '
■ • '■'Lewis: also ‘suggested
that since the non-polarv bond was' formed'by the mutual sharing 
of two electrons, one from each of the atoms concerned; a 
” non-polar bondn could be formed by' the ’ mutual sharing of two 
electrons', both electrons being contributed by one of the atoms 
concerned. , ' '
The distinction involved can be'seen by - a ’comparison 
of the electronic formulae of ethers and ketones with those of thio- 
ethers and sulphokides. : " ' ’ • • R ;
(a) R - 0- - R R - C - R
u  .
(b) P * 0 * -  R : -’■■hh 1 H J  it’
.' r  - ...... ^
(c) R. -.3 *v R , : \ . .. ,R. - S. - R ....
6
..... ^
(d) R *'3* E R *•§?' R
The formulae (a) represent .respectively the classical structural 
formulae of a molecule,of an ether.and.a molecule of a ketone,
hale formulae (c5 represent respectively '.& molecule- of. ir thio- 
elher m l  a ooieeitle of a. mtlphoxlde In,th© name. miimtr,- .-a- :..Th@ 
etons are Joined together lay bonds.-.-which -are-idontic-sl#-■ each being 
^resented - by- a short hyphen, and-,one, - two,.', or shroa of th*3e -■ 
bonds any fora the :lirik botwoon :,two a toms*. ■-■■-. The ■ formula®, Cb)* and
(d) are the ■ counterparts of.-.the, formilat da)y-and.Cc}*:: demonstrated 
la the nomenclature; .of. the .electronic theory, of. . v a l e n c y -> Although 
all electrons ...are Identical*-..-it Is. convenient to different^ them 
In formulae -according to -their- origin,, by -rep res anting .-.the else krona, 
iaTM .valency shell .of...one-, atom., as iota, to- -contrast with ..the . 
eie-ct-rona of. the other atom - In .combination, - which are represent®!
•u crosses, .. .. _ c,,.;-.... - . ■ ,v .. .- -r;:, .,.
a It will., be noticed; that,both... the atoms of . v. „ and.
eulthur. are represent©!, initially. with six &1 ec.trona in their 
valency shells*', and .'th#. atoa:,of,.carbon possesses four .electrons*. 
yet by the classical nomenclature the atom of. carbon irnn. four ... ■:..-,.
• hyphen bonds # <, - "'ton of. sulphur lias. four,. and the oxygon atom. has 
lut Wo ’hyphen* bonds iii their compounds,'.thus it ii not quite 
c le a r  why oxygon, should have only .two Vrrhon* bonds and.yet pass- :: 
six electrons 1C. Jusb&s. the atom of, sulp-hur; ) In its.valency,.- 
shellv _ The fact that an elentut . could Imvs more, than one'valency
ms r IwOd quit© early in the. 1 m m bi gallon. of valency, as a -
positive and negative v lenoy* but the recount tlon of' ..this dual or 
vVea multiple n_ ture o f t  he cnctiniaj rower of an elo-acnt as a dlreet 
result of its Intimate structure is due to the electronic theory of 
Lvleucsy, Fa3sing froa an #Xenoli^ of lower to an element of
khigher atomic number not only does the nuclear charge increase
, but 'the exir&^nuelesr' electron-'system increases -py v ' . a v  w > «
v-r'nne unit until'-tight electrons have been added-in passing .- m v -
from one’ inert ©Itiscnt to - the 'next as in -passing froiir the ; u 
element neon to the element argon*- --■ Considtring .an atom :with ;\ 
j u s t  one -eiec.trcn In'its. outer;-shell-,-■ it.will:combine withh 
aaothor "atom in "a position to -accept' an d e c  tron ^ and so complete• 
the octets of valency”electrons of both 'atoms.'.-' . Cii" the other"■ 
hand* on atom - vX th "meven• electrons -in itb valency ■ shell will-; n ; 
combine with another’atom as”an'acceptor * - :A11:atoma: except-th# 
Inert gases: have-; a-dual nature,”-bub' according 'to- - the ..degree-, of -a- 
coiaplation of their; valency • shells • on©' of their . valencies'' is' - \ * 
dominant: and' char&c teristic, thus '■ the electronic "theory of’. -v : 
valency demonstratea more fully• the'-- significance of ■ positive, and 
: ^ tive v a l e n c y i t . " I s ' € l e a r : that oxygen eaai-have 
dominant valency; of two,' ■ represented ■ by two * hyphen’ bonds1,. yet 
ssueh- more’ fully - represented byr the"-' electronic-• nomenclature. - which 
discloses at - the - same time its- potentialities indicated by -tho 
possession of six :© l e c i r o n s '-'-The- 0 tom carbon' appears to.be-, 
unique' since' it posses sea’ only four electrons - in its- valency shell 
and exhibits • neither ^ ‘positive nor &'■ negative valency,;- 'that is, - 
it can; donate or • accept electrons - with 'equal:' facility,-".but Its 
unions arc'essentially nah~polaxk■ in' char&eter.''-,' : r h;.;
the■ oxygen' atom of an. ether completes its octet of 
valency electrons by accepting, and mutually. sharing an electron 
from each of the radicals ’R*, whilst the oxygon e&oa of the' 
ketone completes its octet by accepting, and sharing
t#o electrons from. th# e&rbon atom -'.which Las already shared an 
alec tron with is&ch-of-.-.tha radicals *R*;» •■ a: v . All the a to as in 
both the ether .and-. t h e t o n e ,  have comp 1st a octets' ofvalency 
e l e c t r o n s ,  and the mutual sharing of -two or. of four electrons = • - 
1/ an/ two atoms .^pepresonto -the classical hyphen*;- bond of: the : 
organic chemist*- -, - When, however,: an oxygen atom-Is..linked to an. 
atom of. sulphur m  in the, sulphoxl&es . it is not; possible to-form 
a .true, double ;bond,-; b.©.: by.;the mutual sharing .of..four electrons, 
unless the octet .rule .is. discarded, since in :order,, to achieve a 
true double bond ..the sulphur atom must accomodate ten ..electrons ' 
la its. valency, shell.i . - . To satisfy . the -octet rule .the link'-bet­
ween the oxygen'and sulphur atom# ' in' the suiphoxi&e""mst be-'con­
stituted by the mutual .sharing, of two- electrons each of which 'o - 
originally -came from the sulphur atom.':- -'- It Is possible that an 
electron-- from the sulphur atom migrates-, initially' to the oxygen ; 
atom whercby:- the two atoms . -ere: linked by - an electrovalency, ancf- 
•simultaneously- the two 'atoms ■ are then in a : position to form a 
covalent linkage with one-another, d•-/-'.This'--a&ied- double' bond, 
consisting of a cavalehcy and - andil ec trovalsncy is a - case of 
the co-ordinate link-of Werner, which lias: thus been explained 
lr* the;nomenclature of the electronic theory of valency by 
Lowry f j . j 9 2 3 , ^ 3 8 5 ) . ; Lowry has termed this type of linkage 
the seal-polar double bond.
. 15.
(b) Pevelopements In the Stereochemistry of Sulphur 6 om- 
pounds due to the Electronic Theory of Valency.
(X) The Compounds of Quadrivalent Sulphur 
with four attached, groups. ......  , ;
The value of any scientific 
theory is decided 'by Its ability to explain facts which the theory 
i t  supercedes cannot elucidate, and by indicating new lines of 
research by which the conclusions to which it'leads may he verified 
Judged by this standard the electronic theory of valency• 
proved of value particularly in throwing fresh light on,the 
sterochemistry of quadrivalent sulphur and the electronic 
structure of sulphur itself, p ;
On the classical theory of valency It was assumed 
that, if a compound made up. of a central, atom attached to four mono 
valent dissimilar groups, could be shown to exist in enantiomorphou 
sly related forms it necessarily followed that the central quadriva 
lent atom had a tetrahedral environment entirely analogous to that 
of the quadrivalent carbon atom. For insbanco,the four dissimilar 
groups of the methyl ethyl the tine d camphors ulphonate (1) of 
Pope and Peachey { J. 1900.77.1072. )
B
were assumed to occupy.'; the four corners of a tetrahedron which - 
circumscribed the sulphur atom, to which the four groups were 
attached by four directional--valencies.- of equal value : "t-
It is noteworthy that Werner was not in agreement with 
these views but suggested that in the optical active the tine 
POr,@ and Peachy one group, the d*camphorsulphonoxy group was 
linked to the sulphur atom by a co-ordinate or ionizing valency.
The a p p l i c a t i o n  of the electronic theory of valency to elucidate 
t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  this compound, supports --Werner*&"■ contention.
On this theory the addition of bromaeetic acid to methyl
e t h y l  sulphide results in the formation of a the tine bromide molecule
which contains a bromine ion, •
' c,fls ' 1 c CUH5  ^ , CH*CCOH
’ S* + :> ; Er.CHaCOGIt ; =; r ' S ’
CH:3 * ; ' CII3 - * ; - Br
This formula assumes "that,' firstly, the sulphur'atom cannot 
accomodate more than: eight elec trons - :iii its . outer ’"shell * and secondly, 
that its union by a covalency to the acetic acid residue and by an 
electroyaleney to the bromide ion, is the only possible method of
| combination'in -agreement with this assumption, The properties of this
I - ■ •• ....
I compound are in agreement with those the above constitution assigns
j to it For example, the bromide ion Is readily replaced by other
: halogen ions, the camphorsulphonoxy ion, and the picrate ion,in 
a^queous solution at ordinary temperatures. After resolution of 
the the tine, by the recrystallisation of the camphor3ulphonate, the 
caaphorsulphonoxy ion can be .replaced by other radicals without the 
occurrence of races!eation. Although there is. evidence of 
' o^plRcements without simultaneous .recemisation in optically active 
I Ccir^ on compounds yet the experimental conditions under which the 
Cd-ifl^ uoreulpnonoxy ion can.be replaced suggest that it is unlikely
I P *( 1
the bromine Ion is linked -to the sulphur atom of thee the tine
Bn electron -sharing bond or cov.adUncy* It ids conclude! 
therefore that quadrivalent sulphur in the the tines «ourt three 
c o v a le n c ie s  and one eleatrov&leney
(Mi) .The Constitution of compounds of Quadrivalent
.Sulphur with, three -attached Groups* a- ■ _
Stereochemical l£vldgne®« ., ■.. ■ * . u ■- s
i;,. ..... . . "“According to the elvcclc&i
th e o rie s  of valency the compounds of quadrivalent sulphur with 
thm attochod groups .would also contain four covalent bonds of 
equal val ti O e fhecbns titution&l formulae of aulphlnic e^t era
sulphoxides f sulphillmihcs and also ketones have therefor® 
been represented by the‘ formula® {1}$ 111},. (Ill), and (IV}* • . . '
: H i '. V. •■: R i,  -- - , : ,  H> ,  ' ,: . V ,  , - /- -  V . . :..U ,  ...
i , p.-1 _....,. .. ; ; . 1  . . . i . .. p.
■ ■= ; -rt ■ ' f \  ' ~'v '-■«*,  ^ ty *-* Aj*> w v  ** «** v  ^  y
1 ; - r  - .; It . .,. .. 1 ,
R : :;-S. •• • R ■• ;■■■■■'■ ' H
CD - H u (iv) ’
If, however, the' electronic theory..- of ; valency, gives v ad-truer;- 
picture of til#; -cons fcl tutfcon of ; these; sulphur -compounds then, 
in agreement with tht modification of ..the formula# ? ofr the 
the tines f the cons ti tutlon of :. 'th^iulphlnlc m  ters, sulphoxides , 
and sulphlllmines are ..more- accurately represented’-by •* the formulae' 
■ (Vl)f.. ..and : .(VUJ.: 1 -/■. -.1:-
(VI) (¥11)
Hia constitutional formula® of iha k©ton# remains- unaltered 
in other words'- the'-electronic theoryofvalency...ftuggests that 
the linkages in the; sulphoxid@s differ from those in; the ketones 
XMs suggestion- is of-course horn out-by.comparison, of. the 
chemical properties of "these > two -classes of compouMs., For , g 
instance, ketones react-' with'hydroxy lamine and .phenylhydrasin© 
said are readily reduced to secondary alcohols. Sulphoxi&ts' 
show no analogous reactions.a •■’Th*ir:/prop#rti©s - are • altogether 
distinct from those" of -ketones, for sulphoxides ar# .basic and . 
fora' salts with’ acids! ' Apart,however, from;...this,...lack,.of, simil­
arity in the chtxaie&l- properties' of ketones:and"aulphoxides .a:.’ 
experimental- evidence' of a Conclusive- character'-hasa'becnobtained 
that .the' double '■ linking'-'beiw®®n the -sulphur'; and -oxygen atoms -In ■ 
sulphoxidts. and analogouscompounds...'isnnsyaaetrie&l as suggested 
by t he electronic theory "ofvalency,
. It - follows" that if; tills - doubl© linkage is. unsyaiuet-
rieal then sulphl&lc;: -#sters, -sulphoxldes,and. sulphil taints/ ■ . . . . . .
should . exis t ; in •nantioaox^houaly., related forms. this . dLeduct* 
ion. has been;verified\by ■ the .preparation of optically active 
Bulphinic - eaters-’ by Phillips {J.ly25« 1&? - $; who_ gently heate-
ethyl-dl-p-toluene sulphinate with laevorotatory ^-octanol
under reduced pressure,the mixture of a la evorotatory ethyl-p-
tolueis* sulphln&te, and a .X&evoro't&fcory g-oatyl-g-toluene; sulphia--
&te produced was separated"by systematic fractional distillation"
&t very low pressures, - " ■ -  -
' * ost
s, ai- ft i - ^ c eH4»ca - • •— - —  •
0
■; * : ost ' • -V. ■ -; ■ ■ ♦ . O.C»H*t - ^  -  ■ -
I x M r  R ^a Cjj * iuJLMr R E C j  . sue*-
On oxidation*the ester gawe'a ^ uantit&tiiFe .yield of inactive 
tttyH^telttaa* suXphon&te* :>-■"' '
;.:. fiso optically '"a-ctiTo '"aiiiplioxiiea were prepared 'by ' 
Harrison,' Kenyon,rt 1 fhilXIpa: t J* 1; 2$. 1£^. {&). 4f'--Aaiao*
Methyl diphenyl ' o u l p h o x i d ® ; - /  ^ C a r l s o x ^ p h o i i ^ l . ■r"
8Ul|&0Xide*-'"■- V -■-> '■ v: v;/'; ■■:-■•■-.-•
49*£&lna^'~&*tfcyl diphenyl 'eulphoxlde ill) lai'prt* - 
pared Xy th#'Interaction of aniline • and ;p-i0Xuen#sulphlnie acid, 
a sethod by whieli"Hinsb#rgf - (Bitty X90S.--§X*-'li5l using'ben&ene~'''. 
sslj&iaie acid and and lino prep&red • &I~>^mlnodi^enyl eulphoxlde. 
gl-Aaiho-4~&@thyl diphenyl sulphoxide road!Xy combined with — 
i-eaffiphorsulphonio--acid-"to. givcra salt which- after ciysb&llls&tion 
aM decomposition yielded -an optically active sulphoxideV y.:
• . dl^i^OarboxfpiienyX.methjX eulphoxlde •■ was prepared by - 
the patio oxidation with hydrogen peroxide of the potassium: salt 
of t&a corresponding. sulphide die&olved-in.water. Its brucine .. 
s&H was partiall^> separated, into emnilcmorphe by recryat&Xlis-* 
M.lon from m thyl: alcohol, and the resolution was completed by. the 
^crystallisation'of the ,I*»@ehth?l&mlne salt"of the almost--, 
optically pup© sulphoxlde * .
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Although Isl&nrr and':FoptJ{J.,'-1924, 1&5* 911) -were of 
the,opinion t h a t " * sulphilimines might be -expec ted - to ' exist "In 
enantimorphouslx related'-forms'; owing to the - operation of a tri- 
hsdral ■.disposition"' of :'the "three :valency directions of the doubly " 
linked nitrogon ;atom* ' that Is ' o n 'th@ assumptions ’of. the classical 
theories' of yaltncy, \yti: it tss "noted' by. Clarke, X*nyon,an& '
Phillips (J.'y Xp2TjJ_2§, 183)v that' th« sulphilimln^s sight be 
expected'to"exist:in enantiomorphously'related""forms,Sines the 
quadrivalent sulphur atom of' sulphilimints :is In a state of cos* 
tination analogous to t h t  of ...the quadrivalent sulphur atom in the 
tsters of pfctoluenesalphlnic acid and, of. mixed sulphoxides,. the 
optically active forms - of,.which, have been .described.. . The fol­
lowing .equation,.Indicates the formation.of. a sulphilislne la. the. 
nosenclatur® of. elec ironic ; theory. of, valency.
CHa.C6K4
0 ; I ... 
4 ? ,4
-  S*M
0
Ofo* * Ih,
iis
-^*CH.3.CeH4 -
1 -> +
0 .
a i .
It should be noted that the formation of a sulphil- 
imine strictly..analogous to the oxidation of . a sulphide to a 
gulotoxide? for the neutral oxygen atom with its sextet of valency 
e lec tro n s  completes 'its' octet,: as does the nitrogen atom of the 
^-toluenesulphonamido-radic.al,at • the. expense of, the valency 
e lec tro n s  of the sulphur atom, giving rise to a semi-polar double 
b o n d  between the sulphur and nitrogen atoms in the sulphiliraine, 
and the sulphur and oxygen atoms in the • sulphoxide respectively* 
dl-m-Carboxyphenyl methyl suXphlne*£-tGluenesulphonylimine was 
prepared by the condensation of:chloramlne T with m-carboxy- 
phenyl methyl sulphide, and was readily resolved in enantiosers 
by the fractional 'crystallisation of its brucine .salt from acetone.
Phillips attributes the optical activity of these 
compounds to the tetrahedral disposition of the valencies of the 
sulphur atom; and as in the case of the sulphinic esters, and the 
sulphoxides:the sulphur atom, and Its associated charge Is thought 
to occupy one apex of the circumscribing tetrahedron. .
Evidence provided'by Paraphor Measurements.
"Besides'the resolution of the sulphinic esters, 
sulphoxides, and the sulphilimines' the presence of an unsymmetrical 
semi-polar double bond In' these compounds has received confirmation 
by another experimental method, the - Parachor.
Macleod_in 1923 ( Trans. Faraday Soc.-, 1923, IQ. 36.) 
discovered that surface tension and density were related according 
to the equation;------ '
*y «' G(D - d)  ^ i.
where fD* and 'hi1 are"the densities ' of the liquid "and" the vapour 
and 1 yf the surface tension at ihes&m©temperature,‘ and' *Cf is 
constant which does' not vary with temperature. • ' Sugden, C J.,
,rM 1!??.) "showed \that Macleod* s re la ti on''led ""to a new
method cf comparing molecular volumes,' namely,. &£ constant surface
tension. From MacIeodfs"relation;'{Ip — q' .
/ - •, 1/ :
y ; ‘ v4- ' ‘  --‘ yi di-
“ v (p - a)' :"v'(DjT -  di) v ■ ■ V
whore ’y* ana .yP are determined at ..differenttemperatures.. * t* . 
and 1 tp. Hence the uoloc.ul&r solume at the standard surface 
tension '/a-•* suitably; chosenso .that id*,1s ,very; .small compared 
with ’D^P can be. written:----t.., -,q     : . , .,,5
(4 _ . . t 1/ My 1 i/ '\i m  }r? '"■*•'• r™ 4-“t—**•— > r: ^ ' 1a* /0* . - y4 CD - d) - - y p
If fy4! be talen'ss, unity then,'
f t l  *  _ J t  ■ — jU . ----------------------  U v )
LP  -Da {0 - d)
" ' Sugden called-'the 'quantity -; M/D- " the farachor - v
H^ich is represented by the formulae / iv)« \ " ■ It is ■
the molecular volume of the"compound when its surface tension' 
u n i t y . ' : : ' v
; bugden 'and his'- eo-worlcers examined homologous' series 
ana ot)talned values for . the vtomic 'parachorb of "carbon, '"hydrogen, 
Rnt obier elements,/whilst the examination of isomeric substances
the p&rachoxx could .-be.1 treated -as an additive property.,
| rt0W««re h o w a v e r Mumford and T h i l l ips, J * G . S .  1929 ,.P ,S .11 2  )
Hi® determination of-p&r&ehors of compounds' con­
fining double bonds, C. */C, 0 * C.,C » H.,showed that
such doutls bonds had a c o m  tan t p&r&chor of units/
gulden,. :.Heed, - and. Wilkinson^ <J. 1925, III 1525 ) exaiained 
compounds of q.uadriyalent ,ami s« xavalent sulphur■ and also penta** 
valent phcsphorur \ i.eh.•.-according to the -classical theories of 
valency contained. doubly linked '.oxygen atoms * £h@y found that
parachor ' of. the doubl©.bond .he tween the oxygen and sulphur.
'
or phosphorus atoms ;was -:not j :£3*Sunits^ -X*6. they concluded
that the double bond l a • ihese• c bapound* were not true dieovalent 
double bonds,: but. sesifpolar--double bonds* The constitution 
of thionyl chloridet-•>• for-'example, must therefor# be written as in
- t l ) : and-"not" as: in CIXI
V  i ,  . ; : ci
. 4- • . «►•-.• V^'\
X*--* 0 ■• • $ .0
c r  . ci
Sugiea also -determine,. LLo p&r&ehor of ethyl • p-toluenesulphiimie 
end found that r ;oulb screed with the assumption that the oxygen 
and sulphur t tomr, In this' compound were Joined by a semi-‘polar 
double bond. Ibarachor measurements and the evidence of optical 
•activity are', thus "In agreement with the deductions from'the elec­
tronic theory that when a sulphur'-a toa is linked to two mono- 
valent groups it bee omen linked to a divalent atom or group by 
s §^ Holar -double bond. "
i*\ The Quadriwlencyof Selenium. '
It has been shown that experi«±o±trl evidence . 
ruined by. a study of the _stereoch*»~uU try of the compounds of 
fl-i&drivalent' sulphur, and by the results of the par&chlor measure ' 
g0nts,is in agreement with the view that o* a. / r when quadrivalent 
exerts three covalenei.es:.:&nd, one electro valency*.. The exper i« 
mental''-evidence available In the case, of the compounds of quad* 
rlvaUnt seleniuaipis -not,-so.,complete,,,.bub ..these compounds are 
closely.analogous -la-. their,.,properties, to those of iquadrivalent
sulphur.::- ^ p - , , - :  . f,:= ,-
,,-v Selenium, Xl* sulphur, exists in ■ thr*« «. 113 tr­
opic modifications,and,o c 11 tio i ^Itri concentrated nitric-acid 
tom eelenieus.. acid, . a -grooias lUich * ’ id. tmder stellar 'elrcua- 
e topes oxidise ftulrhur to £niplrurlc wulealous acid
can be isolatcl as a crystalline hyar«ufc. the higher' acidic
Vy , t h~ - . _ - , . . . . . -
oxide analogous to sulphur trioxide,has. not isoin bed "in an
anhydrous form, but it occurs in' the fora of eelenated*. An
x w a f i a  - .• - - ' • •  •;-••:* • -;y •:-■ - y:
aqueous solution of selenic'acid can bo prepared and concentrated 
’Invac.uo until it contains 01*1 per cent oi scie&le acid, 'but ■ 
when strongly heated <2B0*C) it decomposes• into the lower oxide 
•SeG* water and., selenium, in * t r<cd contras v tv the behaviour of 
sulphuric acid. : Selenium forms, three inorganic haloid" compounds'; 
dieeleniuia dlchloride, ueleniuii botr&ehlorlJU*, and selenium hexa- - 
fluoride, this .latter cc&pcunl is extraor-ilnarily stable' at" vex^ y 
high teperalurec. Hydrogen sclonide is a gas like'hydrogen 
sulphide, * hat similar proper tiea. Thus the inorganic ' compo­
unds of selenium are parallel .rith those' of sulphur, "axis ting
«5.
hiefly and in their most stable forms as divalent, and’in their 
„ forms as quadrivalent. It is noteworthy that higherlegs o  ^ ^
oxide s e le n iu m  dioxide,: loses one atom of oxygen when heated 
a n d  re v e r ts  to the lower oxide SeO, but however, both oxides are 
feebly basic in character."' : - Many salts of these two acids have 
teen i s o la te d  in combination with one or more molecules of the
free acid ' ’ / ■;
Many organic compounds of selenium have been prepared
in the past years, but unfortunately few experiments have been 
directed to the elucidation of the structure of the organic compo­
unds of selenium,with the exception of the preparation and resolu - 
tion of selenetines by Pope and Neville (J., 1902, §1, 1557).
Pope and Neville prepared phenyl methyl selenetine bromide by the 
inter-action of bromaeetic acid, and phenyl methyl selenide,and 
its resolution was effected by the repeated crystallisation of 
the d*broao-camphor sulphonate from alcohol*
It is possible that this optically selenetine has a 
structure .similar to that of aa thetine. For instance both 
sulphur and selenium have in their neutral state six electrons 
la their outer . .valency shells, and in the cases,, compared, the 
central atom --selenium or sulphur --is surrounded by four dis­
similar atoms or groups of atoms. / I f  the atom of selenium will 
tolerate more than eight electrons in its outer shell, then the 
Sroups my be joined by four covalencies to the central atom;;
tne groups may be assumed to occupy the four corners of a 
circumscribing tetrahedron of which the selenium atom is the 
inere is however, evidence to the contrary
Qf the groups, .the d*hroittosas;pb.or sulpbonio acid residue can 
replaced by other acid .radicals, without jr&ce&ls&tlon - of the • 
o-ticaXl/ active selenium complex. , . Further* these. 'Compounds .
s usually water soluble and readily form compounds of s s&l£-. 
like character with platinic chloride. and mercuric iodide. •
Dr. Sugden has determined., the paraehor. of some of 
the compounds which ;were .prepared • during.-*the;./eourse of, trie pres eifct 
investigation. . Ills results are in agreement with the view that 
In diphenyl' selenoxlde... {11 1}.- -and. benzen.esel©ninlc acid.- C IV) .•:
' r -? - T -  : • ' • ; ’ - : P H A "■v &>. a **-4***6 ✓ v
■■" >SSS'Sv ' : N V V \
r* tf * v £» .-■■ - -■-■■■=   OH
■ ■■X- w - Cxvj:
the oxygen and salenium  s te rn s fa re  'joined'•■'by s e m i-p o la r■ double v 
toads. ' Sugtsn and Henley ^however ■"'c'ondliide ; from  paraehor mess* ; 
amests • that when a tta c h e d ;:to  vf6 u r  groups''-'selenium, doea n o t ex-** 
ert throe covelenctee t j id  : o n © 'e lo e iro w lo n o y *  h u t tw o : cova le nc ies  
£nd two ses i-po la r s in g le  bonds*. 0:i t h is  assum ption the con* ' 
stitutlon of the' o p t ic a l ly  a c t iv e  s e le n e tiu e s  Is  rep rese n ted  by 
teulac (V )  xand CVf ) '
Mis - / m &CQQir\: .... Cr.H« - CI!*COOII
x i- -. «
Be ‘
\ : CHa *• Br ;
H  h m  been suggested by Sugdon that * the elements of hi£h 
atomic weight do not adhere rigidly .'to th-i oc tot rule* . 
g% 4ea, for example,{ lias electronic . ..Theory of . Valency Its? -}
limits 'the 'octet- rule'to - ’the elements of "the: lower atomic"' welgh&s 
It is therefore-’ possible that selenium may - tolerate more- th&ii -; 
eight electrons/ in Its valency shell-and hence "the geleniuavatoa 
in selehs tines -may--'W linked'by four --e ©valencies;- iss / ;n
(e) ralenoy"- of - Tellurium - - to h-:,/ a/a.--- / :.
. ■"■-'■ a-; / / The - work • of -Vernon i 4;j920.jf[$69889.y has long-, been . /a
thought to prove 'that" the'-- nature" and "spatial--'directions -.of; the 1 
valencies' 'of-'• Quadrivalent tellurium differed' from those of: quad^ : 
rivalent sulphur aril- selenium, ss By the Interaction . of - tellurium 
and methyl' iodide Vernon ■ obtained''--dimethy 1 telluronium Iodide-. - 
which passed ."'to' a dihyclroxide on 'treatment with water* -//'By 1 ■■;/ 
heating :-this’-:'dihydroxid@ an -anhydride "or' telluroxldewas obtained 
which combined' with' water'-to' yield an Isomeric dlhy&roxl&e.-/p.; 
Vernon• explained' his -results'-.- according-to the following "schema 
fend suggested "that"'Quadrivalent telluriu^was'-linked -by four -: 
directional "valencies-: which .were- eopl&n&r / . h -
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•'Buring-' the ;:c-ours® ..of/work .described In this thesis
Vernon’s compounds .have been re-investl^ted by other workers,
MQ, ■
a,e subject .was re-opened. to obtain experisen-i^l' evltlenc© • that
tellurium when quadrivalent did: realIj exert four- eQV&lenclea,-' 
since this:would, provide - the.neeess&ry evidence-that the;octet 
rule was not rigid in..-its.:.application.•'•■ ^ -■ As described later:in 
this thesis, experimental.evidence was obtained which supported 
0 © view that quadrivalent selenium m s  liriked to four groups by 
three- covalencies and one eleetrovalency*v,- the selenium compounds 
examined had similar properties to those possess©! by the tellur­
ium compounds'^ of Vernon*.- hh-52iis = suggested that''In the tellurium 
compounds .-..of ■" Vernon- the o tellurium "a tom was f also -United by: three ■ •- 
.covstl ©notes end--:, one --eleetrovalency V- --: -If " this were - true - then: it 
. was - considered .' that like" the ^ telluronium dlhy dr oxides the selen- 
oaiuar.dlhydroxi&es .--would -fee- capable of: existing-- in'isomeric: -forms 
in' the- came ••manner as the- tellurohlum'-dihydrokides*' ^ Experiments''
■ devised-> to iost-this hypothesis- are 'described -laters iii ''this - -thesis 
Meanwhile other - workers have ;ai tacked -; the problem 'from "different' 
standpoints .d a—- -'For aplef-Gilbert -'and ; Lowry -vl., 1 . * I?,-. 
10?,: .£001}; have re-examined ^ Vernon1 s- -compounds from' -a physico- 
chemical, "s t&ndpolnt -'and reach ' the opinion that the • difference - 
between the and the '.&-bases- can be -attributed, to- the - non- ' ■
equivalent link. between -'-the"-tellurium'
7 suggest that 'the. ■ formal 
CH.§ ' A
not' ■ - Nste - 
CHs ^
is’ ,of' four covalent 'bondsHr*x§r*i
s inc © th
olyt.es" comparable- with 'the' ammonium bases
i- "the telluroniuk basea and 'the -dihalides ■ are
Ffr
conduc tivi ty aimsur ats it is foundv that the ions- -{
approximately - the same 'mobili tyso...the.t th#,four valencies 
0f quadrivalent' tellurium.-’ mos t probably. e crisis ts: of . three * cov&l* 
encies: &nu. one e l e c i r o V a l e n e y 0 their :evidence,-Gilbert- 
and ho^ rj : <«.,; 3Sted' thb-: following mechanism for . the, change : from
the'«■* to the ■ form’ of the-'"base.: - --rf, r-V;.h?i-r-; -ug: ---q
'"/"'h- I-"'" ’ -f.-.-.-; Of V - ■ o -+ } .
■ ( T*.&e»>OH'- ).., (Te.ilea.O ) ♦ H/ )
' OH — “  ■' OH )
!
; : ■ Finally ■howevorf-i)rew^ .;:( J* ,1920,. :5o0. -^preyed ,that . the. .
andv • ^ -series'- of ^ telluroniurs ^ alhalides air a - .not valency . isomers, 
but that'the" ^series--ofa the, telluroniua dihalides, are ..complex 
salts having - the-- same empirical-, compos 11 ion - as - then.., eric  ^7 
'my have' in all 'probabllitjr.?a.., tetrahedral configuration,Ho. shows 
that the f-base-yields-,triaetliylv :.telluronium_ iodide,and tellur*
acetic 'acid' by': treatment with an equivalent amount of hydrlodide*
acid,and on treatment with excess -hy&ridiq acid yields, a molecular 
cospouhd of trim©ethyl--, feelluronium-.-iodide,and methyl.., te.lluronium 
tri-iodide I - : corresponding in: all respec ts wi th ¥ornoaf s
I •di-iodide.-' '-v Brew-can' suggest no ■ obvious -mechanism .for-the. wand­
ering of - the .mobile-methyl group, out he ..-suggests-in default of,a 
tatter.hypo thesis -• that: the t molecular-: re-arrangement is of ..the..-., 
plnacol-pinacole type'.- which- necessarily:: requires. the .wandering 
methyl group to-': pas between - atoms not: directly. joined - together 
(as they arellrr the1 pimcol-pinacolin but bridged, by. an oxygen 
vfha preparation of • mixed. 0-dihalides of the- molecular 
coapound- type -answers, the objection that,the. - ,.p-di halides. say ’be 
foraed by the re-arrangement according to the equation! —
30,
• -Tq«i&o3 *X Te*.Me*X$ •' -— ~~x^>. ^ «X 0 • Ivioj§ aX% •
since such mixed :dihall&ea - are homogeneous substances unaltered 
 ^ further cry a t&llis&tlon. - If such- a re-arrangement was taking' 
,,l«ee further crystallisation would result in the separation of
V
two fractions of the for© :and fe.leii*Brs. and not aa
Drew hao -shewn-**-- a homogeneous subst&nce of the form TeiMe^Br—  
5e.Me.ls• These*, mixed dihalides show an ordered'gradation of :
coloured homogeneous stable crystal©' in which the halogen of each’ 
component of. the .• complex ...dihalide-' contribute to ; the colour of' ithe , 
gilts even though the-component Te.M#9.X is colourless itself, 
fhus Drew has demonstrated that. the supposed isomerism. of the . 
di-methyl' telluronium dihalides has no existence; and" that quadri­
valent telltriua compounds do not possess a plane structure,-hut 
that they may.have a tetrahedral structure similar, to the of 
carbon compounds. \
.The family resemblances of sulphur, selenium, and 
tellurium are close, but a little irregular: - for.although tell* 
uriua forms two oxides TeOa and Te03tanalogous to. the oxides 
of sulphur yet only one oxide, of selenium BeO* has.been Isolated 
All ths oxides are acidic in character; those of .tellurium however* 
Raises marked extent for there is no .telluric acid of the fora 
Telluric acid is precipitated .from aqueous solution 
dth two molecules of. m  ter which cannot be driven off 'from the 
compound by heat at less than, 140w0; when the decomposition yields 
tellurium trioxide and not the anhydrous acid... ...Thus it is.prob- 
*kle that the acid formed from the tellurium .trioxide has the .
foliowl n?? constitution Te(OH)^,
which hypothesis.', is -supported by - the existanee-. of compounds of the 
fora AS@XeO^#:., Zn*TeQ*, -and. Te( ■ .Quadrivalent tellurium
evhikHs a basic character quite, unknown in the quadrivalent .forms 
o f  sulphur, and selenium; it forms stable salts-,with the■ oxj-aeids 
TeilXh}** and * T®{0O*}-g., .- and in aqueous. solutlongtellurlua.-exists 
as the quadrivalent. cat!on - to - * . The tellurium haloids are
much more otable. than those of sulphur or selenium* The chemical 
a n d  physical evidence from a study quadrivalent tellurium suggests 
that tellurium like sulphur and probably exerts three’ covalencies 
and one electrovalency*
Conclusions as to the Probable Nature of the Valencies 
(f) " of quadrivalent Selenium to be drawn from the
Historical Survey . ~ : . a ; - :
"It seems; highly psobable from the .survey, given in 
the preceding paragraphs that sulphur., selenium and tellurium - 
when quadrivalent exert, throe covalencies and one • aleetrov&lency»-• 
Experimental, evidence In support of this contention.- - 
is however,. lacking In certain directions*  ^ Thus, whilst - the opti­
cal activity of thetines, selenetines, and tellutetines is-in ng 
agreement with this conclusion Sugden-has' suggested that in those 
compounds the central element exert two covalencies and two r ,nl* 
polar single bonds* TITore* experimental worh. of &. ateroehealeaX 
nature is required to substantiate Sugden*s views*.
Further,whilst the optical activity of suXphinic esterq 
sulphoxiles and sulphilimlnes- provides ample support for the 
contention that' in these 'compounds- .the" sulphur atoms are ■linked- to 
the oxygen a tom" by"--semi-polar'- double bonds ,- experimental evidence - 
of & similar- nature is not available in the case of
and telluro&lde. The. main o'bjfct of tlie uorS:
^scribed• in tills thesis was to supply this neces&ary evidence 
fi3 far as the selenoxldes were concerned. la addition attempts 
l$ve been aade to obtain evidence as to the correctness or others 
wise of Busien*a views 1/ 'as investigation of the thermal decoa- 
tuitions- of the a-elenoxidts# 8«le&etln*s» and selenonium &l~ 
halHos and dlhydroxi&ea *
h  ggjS A T r : i : ? l£ D  ■ R B S O H If lOe 0?  M IX B i) f ^ f r  TDBS
H  has been shown C p.Id 5 that the resolution of 
4*-soino-^-dlphcny 1 sulphoalde, and n-carboxypheny 1. m t h j l
wlphoxl&e Into their optically active forms C Harr i a on, K cry on, and 
Phillips,. loc clt ?provided definite experimental evidence thrct 
the double bond between the sulphur and oxypp a ntoas la these corn** 
rounds roe unspnsotrleai, and further*ran cerslaesaxi to be a 
sul-polsr double bond* ' •
COOH.CaH
Since the selanoxide could be glvnn formulae similar 
to those of the sulphoxldea, it wan decided to teat the nature of
tiQ bond bctusen the selenium and oxj^n atoms in aelsnoxides by
&UeuptIn^ the resolution of mixed solsnoxilss. ■
(a) Attempted Besolution of Them! p-ffolyl SeXenoxlde
1, Phenyl jy
Phenol p-tolyl sulphone, prepared from, bense*is 
and p-toluene sulphonyl. ehl or id.©by the method of Fried®! and
Crafts, was thoroughly..dried and heated with dry selenium until" 
all active.'evolution of sulphur di-oxide had. ceased,.Phenyl p- 
tolyl selenide was then distilled from the reaction, mass as a 
pale yellow mobile' oil at..about. '300*0• .A solution of Phenyl 
p-tolyl. selenl&e in glacial acetic acid was treated with a solu­
tion of bromine in the- same solvent, from, this solution phenyl, 
p-tolyl selenide dibroald© separated as hard, grange rosette-li&e 
clue tens of crystals,: After re-crystallisation from carbon: y
disulphide#phc lyl p-tolyl selenide dibromid© i? s obtained as long 
glistening orange-red needles m.p* 149-150**, the pure dibromide 
thus obtained was hydrolysed.by-trituration with aqueous sodium 
hydroxide .to yield a- white granular powder, which after separation 
was re-crystallised from, benzene as & white crystal line solid iliidi 
proved' to be phenyl;p-tolyl. selenoxide m,p, 131-133°,
;. On-;'.cooling an aqueous solution containing equivalent 
amounts of phenyl p-tolyl aelenoxide-and. d-casphorsulphonic.acid, 
indefinite mixtures of the acid and the selenoxide separated as,. 
white crystalline solids, Thme. proved to be opti^ lly inactive 
but the selenoxide recovered, by decomposing the mixtures, with" 
aqueous sodium carbonate were found to.be optically inactive' also* ' 
As the selenoxides easily, re-hydrate :t© form the ' dlhy&rp^is, 11 
was thought possible that the selenoxides would racerse ditrife
tbig change,; thus it was improbable..that the' resolution of. t W  ' 
’.IfiwwM.' ■ ' ' 1 ' ' : ; ~X% A t g O /:
selemoxide would be effected In aqueous solution, there fore 
eCnmlent amounts of the selenoxlde and the d-c&mphorsuiphonle 
acid were dissolved "in, and crystallised from dry ethyl alcohol, d, 
fhe.re~crys talXIsation again resulted i^the separation of indefin­
ite mixtures"ofthe"acid and the -gelenoxide,which on decomposition 
with sodium carbonate yielded a'.selenoxide in an optically inact­
ive fora. In-allcases' there seemed' to be little or no'combina­
tion of the selenoxide and the optically active:acld, since the 
white solids which separated were mainly the selenoxide contamin­
ated with • the' optically active oamphorsulphonic' acid.
That the presence of even a trace of moisture would 
be sufficient - to effect the r&ceaie&tion of the complex during 
rehydraticn of the selenoxide to form the dihydroxide was disproved 
as far as possible practically,by an attempt to effect the resol­
ution under, anhydrous conditions, - v , The;'■ selenoxide: was dried 
over sulphuric"acia,and ' finally' in a "vacua' oven"a't "; "96/ 15m.m 
until constant weight was- attained. It was then dissolved to­
gether with an equivalent amount of anhydrous i-camphorsulphaiiic .. 
acil similarly dried,in redistilled warm dry ethyl acetate.
On cooling, the solution deposited'a white crystalline solid, 
which by titration- were shown to agree closelyifti composition with 
the J*cgmphorsulphonate of phenyl p-tolyl selenoxide. This salt 
wns shown to be optically active in ethyl acetate .solution and hac 
■ % s i ' *0.32®I, Cl sc 2.0} " Re-crystallisation from dry ethyl 
acetate resulting in a second crop of the salt which' had 0§4f5i 
+0.33°. From this evidence, and the fact that a solution of 
the selenoxide and the acid in the same - relative proportions and 
same concentration as the previously examined optically active
Vi
cgn0luded that' no. resolution, of the solencxXle.^ma taking place. 
^  filtrate from -the- first crop., deposited-.a furUiur-.crop of cry­
stals which had':/«©44i.a:;^ 0.3Q®; and ..contained slightly more,than . 
the- theoretical-, qu&ntl ty -....of; d-csa^horsttlphonl V* '&*J 0 alb '-X • - • . definite
increase or dear#as$© :In-the;rotatory power o f -.the .salt would.have 
gu^ ated a.-ssparatlon of:-.the - type: (3A«1S o -} .from fdA.dSe.,) .but,t 
however as the;, change.-.in-. rotaicry power %>& . & H  gU t • &UU ti.Iw ■ 
proportions, of ,7the optically &cfclve acid in the gait ©h&ngee dur­
ing crystallisation' it is sore likely U m i  thore Is &n actual 
separation of hhn co -o&ents of the salt,which would. easily ac­
count for the observed’variations in th# rotatory power of the" ’ 
salt* and so' it was’ concluded that this "selenoxide would not 
resolve by these methods,
{W -the Fr operation., and Atte -tel Hesolution of.
4-Carhoxy3 1 phenyl Selcyo-yjde,   ' * " ' . "
4-Carboxydiphenyl:. &«lenoxl&« was prepared by the 
oxidation of phenyl p-tolyl ecletilde with an one ess of potassium 
pemng&nalc. in t vinous j*o3 uticn. When the -. theoretical amount 
of potassium permanganate m ©  - used _ to • oxidise "the ©elenisle* it 
*&* found- that the yield of the phenyl\p-tolyl._©eleno>:lde was 
on^ y 35 per cent of the theoretical amount* as some of the persamn 
S&nate was being used to'oxidise - the- methyl group of th# ..'
tolyl radical to & earboxy group* • • • .eWXth a;-.100 per. cent .excess , 
of potassium permanganate- the -oxidation.-of. phenyl, p-tolyl .aelenld 
yielded. approximately -J4. per cent -of • 4-carboxydlphenyl selenoxldo 
por cent of ' the phenyl /p-iolyX. selenoxlde*. .and. ; the remaining ■ 
‘%or cent was -recovered as unchanged phenyl p-tolyl.selenide
It was evident that phenyl, p-tolyl selenide is very stable even 
^ e n t r e a te d  with a considerable excess of potassium permanganate 
glnoe only one third is oxidised to the stage--of j_4-carboxydiphenyl
sulphur compoundm-carboxyphenyl methyl sulphidej Is almost' wholely 
convert!?! into the, corresponding sulphome, whilst in the case of. 
the selenide no trace , of the . corresponding selenone could be detec­
ted. The preparation of 4-carboxydiphenyl selenoxide may be 
followed from the scheme;--*- •
The 1-menthylamine salt of 4-carboxydiphenyl selenoxide 
*as PrePared in warm ethyl alcholic solution from equivalent amounts
gelenoxide. Under similar conditions, sulphur, in the analogous
CgHs GaH
\
S@ + ICsMnsO@ + HgO 2MhO« h 2K0H I
C«H*fI
COOH
1. Attempted Resolution of 4-Carboxydiphenyl Selenoxide 
fry fractional crystallisation of 1-menthylamlne salt
Selenoxide 
1-Menthvlamine ,
decomp; HC1 0 
m.p. 235-23?
Inactive
decomp: 0
a.p. 250 C. Inactive
,°f ^ -carboxyduphenyl selenoxide and 1-aenthylamine* One " cooling 
solution, the first crop of the £ •menthylazalne salt separated
as white needle crystals, m.p. 216-218®. The filtrate was decomposed 
dilute hydrochloric acid, and the recovered 4-carboxydiphenyl
-slsnoxiia was found to optically inactive .
Further crystallisation of the l-menthylamlne salt
#  i
ylelhd a second crop m.p. 220-222 C, which had [eCj.54 *^ -16.#
(li s2.o, 0. ~ 0.8415*) In ethyl alchollc solution' The filtrate 
from the second crystallisation was decomposed with dilute hy&f.: 
ochloris acid and yielded sm optically inactive 4-c&rboxy&iphenyl 
selenoxide. On re-cryatalllsation the 1-men thy Xamlne salt was 
unchengsd in s.p. and in rotatory power.
ii, Attempted Resolution of 4-Carboxydiphenyl .Selenoxide
by the fractional crystallisation of thdjg -« -phony 1 
sthylsmlng salt. .
C ci-s-phonyl 3 thy lamina- hydrochloride 
, ( Soiiua salt of 4pC&rboxydi phony I sol&noxid®
aqua .■
s i . p .  1 9 3 - 1 9 6 ’ 4
OfmalJ ■
ra.y. 194-1P5*
deeomp. &iX«.® ECl
m* • fe*. j> ■ j / C ■
, ' • Inactive i n  pyridine
4 ■£,*--«♦ * O', © .
- aqueous ;*i «:£t.with ©th^r
aoMlfn* —  Inactive
••A1-1
dry ethyl acetate
B-
la*p.X9#—l99" C#
(&] s4#* ^-12*? *
m7p. 194-195^^ '
&0 ■«-12.7 * .
The d-<c-ph©nfl ethylaaln* salt of ^-carboxydiphenyl 
fleUfloxld® m a  prepared in aqueous solution from equivalent aaouats 
of ^  sodium salt of 4-carboxydiphenyl selenoxide .and d-s-phenyl • 
stnylaiaina hydrochloride* The first crop deposited from the 
Mcoite solution had is.p. 193-196, which on further crystallisation
f ^ %
^  w&tsr had m.p* 154-195 and the filtrates from both, the first
.  -- -.:    —
38.- •
and seconds crystallisations yielded,on decomposition with either 
dilute aqueous hydrochloric-acld: or. sodium hydroxide an optically 
inactive selenoxide.: ■ Re-crystallisation of the &-«-ph@nyl-
gthylamlne salt•from alcohol mad® no further change in the m.p.
0
nor in the rotatory power [V] g.*** -It.? (1. 2.0) in pyridine*
.-'"'Although, '^-oarhoxydiphenyl selenoxid©-'"d6es not form 
a dihydroxide, 'Its salt with d-phenyl' ethylamine was examined 
carefully after it had been In contact with water,or wet solvents 
to make certain that the failure to obtain resolution was not due 
to the addition of water to the possibly unsymmetrical selenoxide ' 
by giving rise to a symmetrical dihydroxide. The d-e-phenyl 
ethylaalne salt,- which’had'been' crystallised from aqueous- eoludon 
was plated, dried in' the steam oven ■ to removes’ ' extraneous '.‘moist ture 
and finally desiccated over concentrated sulphuric acid. This 
treatment was:'continued1 until the'porcelain boat containing the "
* 1 salt*had attained a constant weight.' " The salt was heatedi:
-■ U - O • ... .... ' - -
in a vacurn oven at 98 / 15 m.m. for a period of twenty hours, but 
however the weight of the porcelain bos,t and Its contents remained 
unchanged throughout. ' ' The specially dried ‘salt* - of - which' -
the a.p. was unchanged, was then carefully re-crystallised from 
specially dried ethyl acetate, with all speed that the process 
would be carried out under strictly suihydrous conditions, yet 
yet in no way approaching the conditions of Baker ' There was no 
change either in the m.p. or the rotatory power of the Complex 
and further re-crystallisation effected no change within the limits 
of experimental error 4 " /
/ } Tut Brepaiu tioii cud &f»teu?ted Resolution of
&~Czr't0>?rhen$l, Methyl Selenoxide.; . ' - ; a — . • •-. -
; 4~Ccrb0xypita$l*mtihyl *selenoxide m s  synthesised
according to the" following scheme;-** - :-: d .
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y p-KItrofcensoic-acidvis. p.- .2J£ .was-;prepared in larg# 
quantities, by: tht. oxidation- of p-nitre -toluene i1th .bodium. fcichroza- 
ate ia $0 rrer : agusous'sulphurie scid. ■. - ap-A&inobensGie--&cid
was obtained .."by'.; the., reduction of vp-nitrobenzolc acid with sulphur* 
ettfd hydrogen in apilous SH agmonlua hydroxide solution at a tcnp-
• ■ . , '■; : v , ■ 4 \ ;■ -' ■ ■•■-'■""• -■■’■ -
eraturt hot exceeding 10 C. Iflien tht p-nltrcbsnzo&e acid a 
fully reduced and' the veijght .of the-'reaction flask and its coratents 
risiiMi constant,- the -: precipitated- aulphiir warn, ft mo v tip. and tat v 
hot solution': of i ionium. -p-a&li*6ben£0& tel was •-. treet1 «**i w glacial 
acetic acid.>h lht; preelplt&ted'--p-aminobensoie'-acidv're-cryst&l---
lisfi from m'largc 'bulk - of - wattr ’■&©- whit#■"glistening crystals is.p.
*  , • - ' • ;
19K*dQ0 , ; /p-C&rboxyphenyl: stl^nocyasat#' ©as. pr^p r in-an is*
purs stats' by' a ■ method" tut ed'--by • - Bau©r(Ber*Idl'd, :'4g:f fa) for - the
preparation of onelogoufs compounds/■•* '-'a • fho ■ p-Haas-onium chloride
Qi SSjiiiOi c acid rug pr^ pa.redpfroM-aa-■solut.loiij.oi'; p*asjIi30hoa»oio
ecid ia aquoous hydrochloric acid, * ieh o.ftor stirring for r;. ■
¥1? hour waomad#- neutral to" Congo-red by addition of of: solid.-
■pot&ssiua acetate*- A "'-SO per" cent'- solution'' of'potassium o@X®no-
e/mat# in rat tr"ms added," and after stirring for-three-- hours* a
ucsi ororn insoluble ruaieri&l "s*B&r&fccd, -which- proved to .be smi.nla
oxyphenyl ©clcnocy&nat® M  an liiseparabXe amount of 4-4 *-.
*
^c^ boxydiph®nyl dis#l#riid#. It was decided to convert all the
t -!«nccyanat* into 4-4*'-dic&rboxydiphenyl 
4J0#l«nlie by. boiling the inpur* -p-c&rbaxypl-mtyl -sclMocy&n&t* 
with -&n aqueous 44 aodlwa hydroxide solution,. froisi which" the , ’, . 
4.4Mic&rboxydiphcn,yl din #l#nld# &ftervcooling, and . .
acidifying the- solution. . 4-4’ »!>le&r 1 v/diphcnyl- .&isel<ml&a was
r«duc«i in a, m r s  s^icus solution, of _.^ odiua.'.'hydroxidc. by a tans of 
sodium hy&rosulphit# or nine dust, and "dm ^tlabely; after cooling v  " 
and filtering thr solution the sodium ?s&lbf of p-e* rto^y^h«iiyl ■ 
s«l#aol was sethyl&twd by th# gradual ©edition o f 'small -portions' ' 
ofdiaethyl sulphate* /  / h; / h}/ d;";; ;
♦ { « t * S G * - g -  n ,.m-;
- _,/■ COOdfa.C^ .St.llt i^aS04 > MtOIL
■ - --'After -Etaxidlng ;-fer "on# -hour/ ihr crud^- 'p-carboxyphenyl 
methyl selehide 'wais pfecipitdt«d;-;by-:dha-'addition-of "&eld/;filtertd- 
off, dried -and- extracted-■: with', bens en*yh in which '-'tht 'dhlcf -impurity 
tht distltnidf # is ;jihsolubl©j:-rand'-;-fim'lly'-:re-crystallised4:'f.road -a: ■
benzene as a pale yellow -crystal'lind-'powder W p /  X74v;-\ m  The-tan v- 
Mtelde wag-'prepared ’ by" the- "direct addition ' of ■bromine ; to ■■-tho-.-d - 
/oarboxyphtnyl:iscthy 1---deXehldd' in ‘glacial acetic ;acld:.solution f 4': - 
froi which It separated. as small ora.sge-red sicodlcs' ' m . p / - -' 
%illst tho dibrOiSidc '-was/Subsequently; transformed 'into ;p-oarboxy~ 
phenyl sethyl soIenoxM® ':by "hydrolysis witlv dilute aqueous Bodiua --'- 
^oxiis solution; : " "•p-u&rboxyphe'nyi-;-'ia®thyI 'soXcrdd© caimhe oxid- 
is^  ***ectly - to tho "aoleaomida by ,'mesn.s -of •;'hy-; > -n.: peroxide -to-
?ic^ , after' crystallisation -from 'alcohol, 'draa.ll Hard prism.;'
41 .
<s?,( xsy-" ^ ' (with..decomposition-to give &.yellow:solid whleh 
reselts at 250 J  J : . ; 4'; : ; .:.,.;:r.;,.r.4 5 -  .a-/
Attested '1 evolution":of 'the "p-C&rboxypheny 1 ethyl
Selenoxide by,the fractional crystallisation of = -
■the Brucine. Salt*;;;...5/;'/';' _........ '........
p-Carfeoxyphenyl .methyl ftelenoxiao}.
■ •■■Brucine''"" '  " ■ 11
,.p. 151*133
A
s*p*- 105-110°
S«'9© decomposed
s o l i  xi at
with mmOtz
. .. I  - ' ■ , . , , 0 . 0 4  
selenoxile""-':- ‘ [
Inactive• in. aq.or si 1
ace opposed with Na*C0|* similarly 
godium svlt bad ?s4^i >0.02^04^
selenoxide. Inactive, in. aq:. or ale.:
. ■ ThQ hrutilm .mltyof p•carboxjphenjl methyl' selenoxide;w&s 
prepared. in.warm.:,ethyl., aleholio. solution/froir equivalent quantities 
of p*carboxypb$nyl methyl sele&oxide and- brucine, bub however* the 
aalt ms very soluble in ethyl alcohol* On attempting-to’re~
crystallise ..the .aslt from the mixture of ethyl--alcohol and acetone 
& crystalline "solid m.p.151*133 C was obtained; which on further 
investigation it ras _found that during recry .3 fcailie^ fcicm the s el err 
oxide had become partly reduced to the seleniie,&nd that the. nlka- 
loidal salt is.p. -151-153 mis a mixture of the brucine salts of -
the selenoxide r d tl •« & iler.ide, fhuo the brucine aalt of
rcarboKjphenyl ©ethyl eelenoxlde m s  prererod In absolute., alcohol 
fallowing the solution to evaporate. in a des Iced tor until a, 
suitable amount of I m  complex s.p. 105-110 .had separated, fhia 
sattes lnsetlvc t- X1J  t of X5461, tut It'ted [«]*«»»• +2.5
(1  ^29 c. - ethyl alcohol, ■ file instability('of. the «• j
$ # . - :l
was very pronounced..--; > From the salt ia.p* . .103~110-a-: the selen [
oxide {a.p. 10.3*164., •} could he obtained by decomposition with alkal ;
i0 gr4 acidification of-, the- alkaline extract with acetic acid;', whilst| 
th© filtrate from .the brucine-salt, yielded aqueous.. solutions of the I 
sodium salt of.^ ,-carboxyphenyl .methyl- selenoxide on • treataeiit-.with j
very dilute sodium' -carbonate -.-solutions. - - ■ these solutions .were--repea-1
■ - - ■ - • . I
tedly extracted with chloroform until they were; free from brucine; I
p.n^ rer@ found to be 'either optically"-Inactive or in sosio -&«»&©& to |
. I
-gjve a rotation of. -the.- -order /• tnat • is .t&ey *?©!*© |
optically inactive, within, the limits.:of; experimental error.,-. -a . & 
*' . !-!
various solutions ofthe sodium salts, yielded jr-carboxyphenyl ^
methyl selenoxide which was optically inactive in either aqueous j
or ethyl alcoholic solution. In e 11 eases tha identity of the- 1
selenoxide . woo proved by its m,p, and conversion into the correa- . .
ponding dibroml&e.
(4) A DISCUSSION Oil film lUTU&S OF I LINKAGE BETWEEN -i
- S E L ^ I U S  • A;D OJXQim  XrSSLEEOXT^ » . •-■ " - . '
(a) ■ - The Chemical Properties- of Aromatic Seienoxides.
The chemical-properties' of th© aromatic a©lenoxides
show that selenium resists oxidation .to a much greater extent iv
;:. ■ > : :r-;S ■ -:- - -;V - - - \
aoes sulphur. .Hinsberg*s method for the preparation of a-sulpfc- 
°*14e yields, when applied to • the case -of .selenium, a selenlde - |
tii. not a selenoxide aa expected by analogy with the sulphoxides; I
whilst there is no evidence of .the ©xistance of rclcr'ono© other ' 
to that of Kraftt and Vbratsr (Bep.» IQ93* ^ - :
*3.
^ scribe ths .isolation and tbe-properties ■ of diphenyl selen- 
^  yh%ch has the properties..of a peto*lie, and in no way resemles 
enalogotis*. ccttparAtively. inert# di1- * nyl sulphon®. With this ; 
op excep tion, there nr© no. references to the isolation of salenimtaai 
jn the literature.. . ‘Beasene seXenlnle acid crystallises- from
concentrstsi .nltrio acid In candy crystals of benzene celenlnlc.
acid nitrate, yet sulphlnio sold# under these conditions are read­
ily transornsl • into, sulgfconlc ^ c M f v '"■.. ; The oxygen atom ‘of the eel- 
eaoxides and wtphc^i&es p a  bf driven out hy he&t to leave the ' 
respective oolerMa and. sulphide#but the sulphur compound Is the 
aor® etalle of tho two# again th© orj&mi atoa 1 a hath coiapaun&s 
is repUceallo by . two atone. of halogen in aqueous isolation.
Thus it would appear that celenlusi will retain five electrons 
under all conditions in' its valency shell# or tolerate only one 
positive charge on the. itucXrac whilst sulphur under m m t  conditions 
will yield two electrons, or tolerate two positive charges on 
the nucleus. '
(b) Is the Linkage between the Selenium and Oxygon atoms’. 
in t selononldo a Ke.tonic Double • Bond -
If ..the 'rsolecule. of & selenoxide possesses- a plant
of Byaswtry, It is ..possible...that the oxygnn *aioB is linked to the
Bolenium atom ly e double, covalent bond. - It . would ^ then be'
?mmeery for the selenium ..atom .to tolerait ten electro ** in its 
valency .shell. ...... Sifewicktloc git) hag pointed cut .however., that
au the el scents of higher, atonic weights * the two electrons'of - 
iirst sub-group .of the valency shell of electrons, .behave an 
tavUgh they belonged to tie© stable core, or -permanent, shell of
electrons?. Selenium occurs in the Periodic Classification 
fl parent transitions I r^int in the elements of lower and of 
*ii$er atomic weights, ^re it is -possible that it will exhibit 
& reluctanee to become hexa valent, owing to the operation - of an 
inert pair of el^ctr as as postulated. .'.The presence'of an inert 
pair of. electrons would mean that the valency shell of selenium 
woull possess 'four active; valency electrons, while the remaining 
two electrons would behav® as fart of th® core of the atom.' 
Quadrivalent no ionium would Invariably form compounds' of a ffQur» 
covalent, or non-pol&r' character, since its constitution would be 
analogous to that of th© atom carbon,' and Its compounds could he 
constituted in the nenenclature of the electronic theory of 
valency thus:*—
Hi . ^ Hi
B.4 >< Se * H;? . D * 8 Ss
X TVhg
■Hi., - - -  ■■ ;v: -a -.■ H*.
- . ' *.
■ H,: ? C *• ' : K*  i 0* 3 ’
-x, x a - ■ ■
K$ . .* iis
Th#: che^ieal ar t physical properties of th# organic 
compounds of quadrivalent selenium however, 'are at" variance with 
such a constitution, for the compounds of quadrivalent selenium 
m  no* stable, inert, non-ionising compounds like .the hydrocarbon* * 
bat &!•§ characterised by their polar properties, thuir.general 
tostooUity towards heat, &nd their chemical reactivity. A ’direct 
of the ties of the aelenoxl&es r^4  th-air .aiialogoea
u reveals m n &  points of difference
atones &r«r stable 'sion-pol&r- compounds' which' eonden&#; with- ; 
^ roXjXa.:3.ine; on reduction yield' the corresponding alcohol; ■'
->nd on. oxidation'yield the" correspondlng' acid, whilst'- the selen-
o/ides undergo ri°” analogous-"’ reactions * - ;"Xn the -feetone - the ’: ;
g^ oii$ lond la the/earban-cxygen- bcmdyandhir.' the-'selenoxl&es' :- 
the weak a/alaii0st" react! ve-bond-is'the'o'zygen-s el enlu/a-hoiilX: 
fhe gelenidoB are quite &gr stable -as -the hydro-carbons' towards - 
he?.t ire&ixentp hut the'Introduction: of an oxygen atom' joined to 
the selenium- or carlon stoics ih their re*spective compounds destroy 
all analogies-.. , - With the exception of the compounds formed from 
eleconts of groat chemical affinity like .fluorine,, in selenium 
h9Xtfluori-le#a?id to a lesser extent the other halogen compounds 
with selenium, there are no. h e m  valent selenium compounds* although 
it would ho expected that two inert valency electrons in the 
selerdua core would .uOr the change• from hezavalent t.o quadriva­
lent selenium characteristic,; Selenium say be four covalent 
and two elecfcrovolent in its hexav&lent forms * but it is 'unlikely 
in the light of chemical and physical evidence that quadrivalent 
selenium is four covalent
M  .Is the Mnhage between the Selenium and Oxygon Atoms 
of the Selena* Ides' that ■"■of two Semi~polar; Single Bonds
" ’Hie brief survey" of the properties of - the- selenoxide© 
as feacribod in the last paragraph shows' • that’although ’ the double . 
toad between-the'-selenium1'and oxygen a tome : ca nnot be wholely 'non-: 
Pto in cheracter, yet its polar; proper ties, cannot be ’finally"'--' 
hcoAciltl with a deftniter semi-p^i&r-double bond* •' The partly • 
character of % ho bond might-'bc accounted tor-by' L ' -
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s^uai'ns that the oxygen atom is United to the selenium atom by 
tf0 geai*polar single "bonds, ( Tvideaux, Chea, and.....$nd, l?£3»
572, Sugden. J., 1927* 11T3 } • This assumption of the semi- 
rol&r .single bond has an experimental basis in the work of Sugden 
and Prideaux, C loo eit ). It presents a -constitution which 
assesses some of the attributes of both th© polar and the non® 
oolar bond implicated in each link of. th© double bonds* a. eondit® - 
Ion which would be in accordance with the failure to resolve 
the selesoxlies.
(i) fhe Semi-Polar Single Bond.
Sugden• ( Ipo cl.t ) has shown that in regard to
ioubls and triple covalent bonds, II.o' units of "par&chor are added
as structural factors for. each shared electron above the sere of.
two electrons which- are shared mutually to’form a single covalent
/ ■  ■
link, The value of or a double covalent bond therefore is-ax 11.6 
2 23.2. units of parachor , the value for a tri-covalencyiis • ;
4 x 11.6,46.4 units of paraehor* It has already been pointed out ;
that a co-ordinate link, or a semi-polar double bond has a struct- j
ural p&r&ehor, of ,-1.6 units ' of ■ parmchbr. ,a.nd as..the single cova- i
lentliink is the arbitrary aeroV the value of the eleotrovalency " ? 
sust te *1.6 units of parachor. From this .data, Sugden has sal- i
oul&ted that the single electron bond, suggested by. Prideaux (loc- !
eU) should have a-value equal to -11.6 * (-1.6/2 ) .«-12.4 units of ;
P&r&chor, i.e. a parachor due to the mutual sharing of one electron i 
aupented by the loss in parachor due to half the * full electro- 
«t4ic attraction factor1,of an electrovalency. Sug&.en found 
tlut the observed parachor for;.phosphorus pen taehl or.Ida is 24.1®
Uftits less than the molecular pa.ra.chor c&lcul& ted for the
4?.
H y  accepted structure ©f phosphorous, pentachlorlde (I)
01 rti
CI
ci-
ci
(i) (11) _
This, observation is in agreement with the formula (11)
In which 1 Cl * is -joined, to the phosphorous a tom by ...two semi- , 
polar single .“bonds. ; The molecular paraehor...of .phosphorus 
pen tach lo rlde- calculated on the assumption of a structure ,
indicates ,ln. a signal way the probability, of such a. structure 
being correct,. . for the structural - factor-:, of. the calculated: 
molecular paraohor 8 mounts ...to., 24,8 s units ..of, paraehpiv j .The 
chemical properties, of. phosphorous pentachlorlde are more in 
agreement with the assumption. of: two s@mi*»polar single -bonds.,:. 
since no solvent has been .discovered, in which- phosphorus ,.,
pentachlorlde is an. eleatrolyte in liquid bromine.; The assum­
ption of four co valencies, and. one electro valency,, cl early assigns 
suoh a property., to the compound.. . . Further the octet of ..valency
weakness of the linkage of. two of the chlorine atoms, is explaned 
by the assumption of. a structure of three, covalencies and .. 
two semi-polar, single bonds. ,
of three cpcalencies and two .semi-polar, single bonds (11)
electrons around the phosphorus atom,. Is. maintained,, and the
£ii) . linkage of. S#l@niua to, OXygen by / . : , ,.
'geml-polar Single Bonds* ' ' h '
; Th* sterebchenieal evidence could '"be" explained - on the - ' '
ftssumptlon that th# oxygen atom and th# selenium atom in s#l#n- 
oxides ar© linked by two seal-polar single bonds,
XheoretlcallyvthVsingle #l©atron link, can b@ establish*
ed in a number of, ways, fy ' ■
{a} The selenium atom in any.selenide has a complete octet
of valency ■electrons,-, and, the selenl&es. are, extraordinarily stable.  ^
both chemically, and,.-physically, i .--.It would seem evident, that any 
further combination with, th# :selenium atom must be by co-ordination 
— the selenium atom acting as a. donor. , _ If ©n# duplet of the 
two unshared, duplets. of ,the valency shell of the selenium atom, 
supplies the -electrons- necessary.,., for ,the formation oftwo seal- , 
polar singl® bonds-with the selenium atom,it is /difficult.'.to.,see 
how the two seai-polar single -bonds..-differ,from a. semi-polar, double 
bond joining the .divalent ...oxygen -atom -..to >;the selenium ,atom as in .
(111) ■ . Suppos e , one. elec iron fro© each ..of ..the . duple ts ...of.the , 
Mleniua atom was .us#d to.form..the semi-polar ..single bonds, _ then . 
the same-objection, holds,- but however,it may. be-that under’.such . 
conditions .the oxygen atom':.may;,.be.- constrained..to.remain in. the7.
8a®® plan®. as.. the .^selenium, a£;oa /and I ts two radicals : as in, . (IV).
argument/tacitly .assumes...that-if duplets of electrons are;.
Bhar«d by atoms all .of which maintain an octet, ..then ..the ,n u c l l -= 
of thss® atoms take up fixed positions with .regard to-one. another, 
hut. it mug t be born© in mind . that the mutual . sharing of elec trons - 
confer directional proper tits j - and, &a - such evidence hag ..been, .found 
to support of .■ the ...tetrahedral, configuration, of a number, of. molecules
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fining atoms, of.dower ..atomic weight :lt. is; probable .that ,th«\, 
four dupl#ts. are. orientated to. ..the. four apices of' .the .circumscribed
■■-,•■Kg" ■•■ ■' ■ - - - . r  . Hg
(111) - l 
.■--■'In'support; of'■■tho'ebntsntion* if a semi-polar double 
bond can be split into two. equal s®ai-polar single bonds, #v*n .
*hwn they: are .1 olne'd- to -&sain&ls atom as inataaetd in. the selen- 
oxi&ts. The orbits of the- electrons' concerned ss|'changi la ‘ 
such a way. as'to evidence a-division of a semi-polar ^double ..bond 
in a statistical sense. Such a..division.would be.. of •,th#.rnature 
of a dynamic-isomerism, ytt it would b« sufficient,.to... give,ris# 
to a aonent&ry, plan# of. s tsmetry*., with, possible raotmisation 
.•nauing thus accounting for the-failure to resolve.the selenoxides .
(b) At. the ^ pres ent., time ..however, we .cannot .differentiate 
between the duplets of the valency, shell; of., an,:&tom, thus . the .only 
way in which the molecule of. the „ selenoxide . could have a . symmetr­
ical structure and why selenones and.selenonic' acids are. rare and 
have the properties of peroxides,, is .to...assume;that..two selenium, 
electrons, and one oxygen electron are_concerned, with each..semi*
■ polar single bond, but that only on# of the electrons— *-a selenium 
electron**-;* ia shared....by both atoms. Th# remaining selenium 
electron,and the oxygen electron are assumed to be in some way 
essential to the formation of the s@ml-polar single bond, and 
therefor® would be no longer available .for the purpose of reaction
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geltnitim' atom acts:&a a donor,/ and the electrons ' are1 specify 
icslly selected' from the'four unattached' electr0he',"~mh& ' six 
lectroas are lacked up In the bonds * .' Since "six electrons are'
locked up in the double ’bond alii the compounds' as "would be" ' 
expected are verjr unstable* fhe c seuaptioif of the semi-polar 
siBgle ton! expi&ini 'equally well, the' possible symetricai '" 
disposition" of ‘the "o/&ien atom 'in ap«ce,' with respect"'to the 
reminder of the selenoxlde molecule*''
(in) Conclusions/ /
■ ' ■ : If' is v w j  difficult vlo assign s :' symaet*
rical constitution of /the selenoxlde .’molecule without making. -, 
sany assumptions. , In view; of the difficulties ?encountered, dur- 
ins the attempted resolution of .the; selenoxides, and si so, because 
of the oaujf unknown..conditions,which frequently, prevent the 
resolution .of ,racemtc -compounds, ..it,cannot be, concluded - that a • 
definite base hae.beea put}. forward to show that, the constitution 
of a selenoxlde ..differs ^ .from that ;of. a ;. sulphoxlds* r i / It. should 
be t o m  in mind however,, that ■/ ..Sug&en and,. Henley ,{d * * 1929 v •.:
Have shown .that although p&r&cho? measurementsof the. seleaoxldes 
is Bore in agreement with the seal-polar double bond, jet the 
p&rachor of ..selenium tetrachloride .s jpports the view that,quad-. 
rivalenfc selenium'exerts'two covalent bonds "and two'semi-polar 
single- bends,
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/f;) . m  m is im A tio n  - o? oomfouids^ of - .
-Bmmtm joimm u  worn moms on atoms^ ---"x
1 ■ It"say be considered probable,that whatever the exagt 
nature of the/valencies of quadrivalent eele&lum, they will rem-
ain the same throughout all the 'compounds^ of this element*--/.,...-. rx..
for example*■' tt selenium exerts four coY&leneles,in -©elenetines V | ^ 
and analogous eompounds In which selenium Is joined to ...four- mono­
valent groups, /• - -.For .this reason., the. chemical . reactions of. the
oospounds .described belowwereinvestigated, vand,addlttanally-. It - 
was undertaken:. to.find out whether-suchveompounds-.-.of:’:quadrivalent 
eelenitim. existed in.. the.; two isomeric forms, ana logons to the isom'adlc 
dimethyl, telluronium dihydroxides . and dihalldes : , the existence of 
which fermn was/supposed to_ have pro¥ed,;jpV!;> Ah.the -tlae of this • 
work - Drew (loe elt J... had '.not demonstrated .that such lsom@rid.oS: 
had no existence, but however ,: whilst doubt existed, a t .that.. :,:v 
tljse m  to there-exact constitution It was ..thought . that, one- 
of them might...arise through '.eon©/ novel/type of 'qundrtvnleney.-.
This teing the ease then selenium Eight Jeqiially- well..adopt., 
this type of/quadrivalency... and give rise t o ;isomerism in, comp­
ounds analogous to the derivatives of. dimethyl, telluri&e.. studied ' 
by Vernon. . This subject..is..referred to later, ;
(*)..... .The Preparation and Properties of,..the,.Dlveratives ,,x
of 4A Ac©tvlamlnodirhenyl seleni&e - - .
,.: 4~4c© tylaalno&lpher y 1 selenlde was . prepared :.. : ' .
accenting to the following «cU@«*er-----... ■
SeOOH)
♦rao
eOOH
3L' / ■ 21 Y11
■ ■ . V  ■: - . . - - . r - - - - V  v - - :  .-.v; *  ^ :. , ■ - *
Hienjl selenol: was 'obtained■from.phenyl magnesium bro* 
aide by the addition of dry- powaered eeienium to- the Gu^igmrd re-/ 
agent, from which after .decomposition .with acidulated1' icefcwater ' 
the eeleaol was extracted with ether*. Benzene selenitic acid 
was prepared by the action of concentrated nitric acid/on the 
Belenoi. . 4-Aainodipheiiyl selenid© was prepared by the condensa« 
tion'of aniline and -benzene seianlnie, acid! In a-manner:.'similar, to
that described by Hinsberg { locT-cit'T’ for "the' preparation of sulph
oxides.. ;lt was found that yields were wary hitch decreased if the 
teaperature of .the reaction was allowed to exceed 113 C, and 
resulted in the format Ion of a tarry matter from which the 4-asIno* 
diphenyl selenite could not be extracted as the hydrochloride
SeOOH. 4
+ H$0. 7
It Is note-worthy that in this -preparation,’ it is..the-, 
stable s.eienide which is produced, .and not ,.the. selenoxlde-as in the 
CR89 °* -fenalogous; preparation of the sulphoxldes ' - a
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judging from the mass • of. tarry • material, from which 
the 4-aminod ipheny 1 selenide had to be extracted, even: under , the , 
most successful conditions, . the selenoxide is formed .in the above j:
reaction and is subsequently reduced to.the selenide by the excess
i
aniline. . |
4-Acetylaminodipheny 1 selenide was readily prepared j
by the addition, of. the requisite amcnut of acetic anhydride to the
iKfflinodiphenyl. selenide, and it readily crystallises from aqueous j
. . . . . .  ... . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ............ . ,
alcohol as colourless leaflets, ,. 4-Aeetylamiriodiphenyl selenide 
reacts with halogens, in glacial acetic acid solution to give well- 
defined, highly-coloured, crystalline dlhalogen derivatives. -j
(i) The Dihalogen Derivatives of 4-Ace tyiaminodiphenyl !
.: Selenide. *  ^ . _____ _
. .When, heated, 4-acetylaminodiphenyl selenide dichiorId© :
and also the dibroinide. are converted into .the .seleni&es with halo-
genated aromatic nuclei.' The di-iodide, however., under '".the earn® !
conditions evolves ■ iodineand even .when exposed to the air at ord- j
inary temperatures gradually reverts t& the selenide. !
. An aqueous solution of potassium bromide converts the !
dichloride- into the. dibromide,’' and this . with an equiiaalocular
' •1 
quantity of potassium iodide In aqueous solution is converted into
toe di-iodide. . Each of these three, dlhalogen derivatives can be ]
crystallised from glacial acetic acid, only the di-iodide being
Wiciently soluble in ethyl alcohol to be crystallised from this
solvent. in ether, the di-iodide appears to be dissociated. .
on concentre Ung an ethereal s.olution of ,.the • dl-i.odldef -.the ;p&rent 
geleniue is deposited. '"''Treatiaenf withi;aifhydrouS''"'eUi'e'24'"ie'''''j£iuff- 
icier! to dissociate' the"'di-iodide into the selenide ‘.and iodine.
Water, ' or "sore. 'readily'".dilute’ alkalis convert the did 
chloride and the ;'dibromide Into' the dihydroxide. . Boiling'water, 
howr/er, is without action on the dl-iodide, -loll nevertheless is 
converted into the selenide ohtreatment .with r q ?ebus .sodium hydr­
oxide. The'dihydr oxide' "can be ? r $ p b y "  
the action of moist silver- oxide," " " The’ product is ' conlaminated 
sith the 'gelS'niieV"'which la 'the 'sole"produou i" i the di-iodide Is 
treated with a warm aqueous solution of either potassium "iodide,
or sodium 'thiosulph&to. ; ‘ '  ; ""'  " "
• • These reactions'" may bs summary i as' "follows *
. C.§HS. 0 e2r*. C*Hv. MHAe.id " '
XI ,Ih
Heat la
.Bra HBr.
;K»0
C6Hg,Sil-,.G .HHAc — = CsH g-S e-C^H*.NIIAe CeH*.SeO,C«H4.HEIlc
w - l£ ' I V  ^  " "
. . 1 1 1 ,.- . - : - .I I. ^ -
IS.V
KI , ,Bap® H* S'- , v 6 , BaGH
HaOF 'V Ac-0.
b.S§Cl3.CdU.HHAc'= C*::*-Se{OH}*. C«H4*^HAc —  C*H*.SlO,C*H4.KH*
' - TIC X v-v-noo.:./:.;. ho iiaOHh ----a:. . ; pqy.i-.
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• (ill lotion; of H#at ©m Selenide.,;.,
Plteydroxlde ' ......
4-AeetylaaInodlphemyl selenide 41hydroxi4e: ’ prepisr ©d
readily the action of hydrogen peroxide on the selenide . in acetone 
loiutleh, and crystallised from hot *&t»r as a white crystalline 
solid m.p* 147-148® .
Cm gently heating, tie white ciyst^'lllne solid loses 
water, and finally fuses at 147*14$*, to form the corresponding 
soltnoxlde* Further heating,causes the el%rr Xus* 4. liquid to' 
§mkm$ end. to suddenly to evolve oxygon, leading behind a fused 
gass of pure '4-ae#tylamlnodlphen$i selenite*' fhla behaviour 
li in very oar&ed comtmsi with that of 4^&lno~4f •metbyldipheny 1 
sulphoxlde .- which, can, he heated well above- its. melting point without 
showing any signs o f .decomposition*..-..,; ,.; the, reaction has ..been,foll­
owed very: carefully-•■■by.-.the us# of a v&eum. even which was. .kept at 
a definite :.temperature'...with, liquids, of different boiling points.. ,,
.;:.: - ■:■ fht dihydroxlde was heated. at ■ temperatures / below 100# . . . 
m l  &t H; to -m.®. pressure, until constant la . weight,', whan the., loss 
ia weight was found to agree with the loss of one molecule of 
taler, witMn the limits of experimental error.
fhs.rc clions of this dihydroxldes, as with the tlhydroxides 
ofphenyl ^-tolyl selenide, are very similar to the reactions of a . 
e*dimeihyl telluronium dlhydroxide described by ^ernonfloc el it. . • w  w  "  '»yntT.*W>W MwnnfciffuBMiini *'
let.although the 4-acetylaminodlphenyl selenide dlhy&roxide
tecojpo*id in similar manner, It was not found possible to prepmre 
two distinct series of dihalogen compounds from the dihydroxide,
*si the residue after heating the dihydroxide..
Ill tlid-dihaIogen: compounds prepared "by. several methods, and from
jever a l  sources exhibited identical properties,!, e, from (a) .
p  dihydroxide, vM b > v the eelenoxlde, and C c ) from the selenide by 
direct 'addition-: of halogens.
than the loss of one molecule of water, and as a natural consequ­
ence the dlhalides -subsequently prepared had properties identical 
ilth those dihalldes prepared directly from the dihydroxide which 
had hot-previously subjected to heat treatment. :
(111) , The Action'Of Acids 'and Alkalis on 4«AcetylamIno&iphenyI
-Selenide Bihydroxide and 4-AoetylaalnodighenyI Selenoxide,
In hot dilute hydrochloric acid, : and on-cooling,' 4<*aeetylaminodi«* 
phenyl selenide slowly crystallises out from solution, which aquisra 
oxidising properties. owing to the presence of hypochlorous acid 
resulting from the dissociation of the selenide hydrochloride.
These-experiments show clearly "that 4-acetylamino- 
diphenyl selenide' dihydroxide undergoes no further decomposition 
4*Aoetylaminodlphenyl selenide dlhydroxlde dissolves
{0H)8 OH
\  *
Cl
■* HC1
mmc NHAc HHAo
+HOCI
lore concentrated hydrochloric acid appears to &©*• 
plated the dihydroxide, as only ,a tarry mass results, and a 
trace of 4-aminodiphenyl selenide can be isolated from such red­
action. mixtures
4-Aminodiphenyl selenide is very quickly oxidised by 
jjypochlorou-s acid under these conditions, and results in a tarry 
complex,
By ,the action of alkalis, 4«aettylaminodiphenyl selen- 
id@ dihydroxlde Is converted into 4«&minodiphenyl selenoxide, which 
shows ho tendency \to‘--.revert. to the dlhydroxlde, • .
4-Ami oodiphenyl selenoxide is.; rapidly attackedyby both 
strong and weak acids yielding a- tarry mass, - and from the resulting 
acid solutions'- small -quantities-.of- 4-aminodiphenyl selenide can be 
Isolated.^  .-.-■■■?
- Theresolutionnof-4-aminodiphenyl selenoxide by means 
of Its salt‘with :'d®0amph.0r sulphonic acid was clearly impossible in 
view of the'instability of this compound in the'presence"of acids, 
but however,'' an attempt was made :to/ resolve^ ^ 3 ‘acetyl derivative 
by the fractional crystallisation of its: compound ‘ with d-camphor- 
sulphonio a d d  and the; basic selenoxide grouping, ‘ ~ Equivalent " 
amounts of 4-acetylaminodlphenyl eelenoxlde and ' d^oamphorsulphonlo ‘ 
acid were warmed together in' the minimum quantity of water, "and on 
oooling, the d-camphorsulphonate of '4-acetylamlnodiphenyl- selenoxlde 
crystallised out as long -silky needles, m.p. 1 5 5-15? which after \ :'V 
^orystallia&ticn from alcohol was unchanged in m.p. but the whole 
raPl41 j becomes 'discoloured and tarry. There was ; no trace of opti©«. 
&1 aotivity in the bases obtained by the decomposition of the filtt- 
rates, and on further examination was found to be the selenide
^action of .tkeids on both the f our ^ -acetylamino&iphenyl selenide 
4jjjydroxide arid. 4-aminodiph eny 1 selenoxide appears to be closely
except that the action''is much more vigorous in the
Instance* t _
|1y) Cone lus ions*
Of the three possible formulae for the compounds which 
have teen discussed the results of the experiments; do not agree 
tith formula (1 ), since two of the valencies are much weaker than 
the other two*
X AcHH*CsE.X  hf AcHH.Ceh,
- (1 ) (1 1) : '...(ill)
IB -Oft. •*01,-Br, -or •!.; ^
It may be however,-, that _in .increasing its valency shell 
to ten electrons .the, selenium'atom, forms- two feeble covalencies.
Ilio general behaviour of .the. dihalog an derivatives, .and the .'dihydro- 
xldes of 4-acetylamlnodiphenyl selenide is,'consts&ftnt with the for® 
to {11) . The structures ,as •represented.' by ,;the .formulae (11.) and
(111), are the products of, an applicationbfthe general electronic 
theory of valency, . in which the bonds of quadrivalent selenium con- 
8iflt on the one hand (11), of three covalencies and on© electrovale- 
eaoy; and on the other (111), of two oovalenoles and two semi-polar 
single bonds,of. p. 254?, . These two suggested structures main- 
aa octet of valency electrons around the atom
_..J-
5£ -
noted ; /saturated:. aqueous solution, of A-aetiyl&ialno-
selenide-dihydrc'xi&ei -(containing 0,0504g. per • 1G0 c.c." 
0fwter&t lS°c :T  had1 pH'« '6 *6 f:" vhieh. does not favour the- view--- '
^  ons of the hydroxy ‘group* In attached/to' . the selenium'atom by 
0 eleetromlcnoy. fhe routetandina;''feature of ‘ the 'decomposition 
.-the loss of oxygen from the selenoxide on- heating" above" its v 
seltirg point -**■- together, with a- consideration"' of.-'the fact that in 
bo e&se is the" selenium""carbon- - linkage broken, leads to the concl­
usion that "the -oxygen;-&toa nay be linked-to' the selenium atom by 
t fcond weaker,; in'. 'character. then a semi-politr • double bond, "' ' : The . 
general instability of these••compoimds,vihe''readiness with' w h i c h . 
they dissociate, - and" the - ease- "with"-which' they are hydrolysed 'in 
aqueous solution suggests' a linkage which "is no I ther noh-lbhlsed, • 
nor ionised . : - That lodim# can• be' removed 'from 'the 'di-iodide by7
the solvent action of ether at 'ordinary temperatures suggests’ that 
neither of these -atoms; is" kinked’to the'-selenium a ton by a’ coTOlenqy 
V ' - ; It" can- be concluded.- that' the evidence -obtained is 
la favour of the view that- in these’ com cundi ‘selenium maintains 
^ octet of: valency' electrons," that It' does;"-noi' fora four " :';
comknele? but'-it is not" s u f f i c i e n t e n s b l t  a ;decision to bo 
aafie between the structures - as represented by the formula® 1 1 1 }," 
tod (ill) .namely'- cons is ting"' in the" first: case of: three' covalencies 
tod on® electrovalency, and two' comleaeles and. two semi-polar . - 
bonds in the second* ;v-;- ": ;; ; : -
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(b) The Instability of. Semi-aroma tic Sfl-tiK xi *.g»s. ~ ;. ■;•.
' Owing to their instability* much difficulty hMs tom'n. 
experienced In. the prei&r&blon of alkyl-aryl Aelenoxldes*' . ' The
mature- and..cause of _thls..,lnsta'billtystudied,sine#, i t w a s ■-•-:■: ;> 
possible that its ;,elucid&tiou.-,might; throwvlight m : the .mtisrs .of 
the;selenium.valencies* ,_V .It..was f o u n d - . - . t o c l o s e  Mseatolaaee 
to' the ...Instability; of - tho,.s«ml-».rois&tlo- sulphoxides which .had <be en 
the subject of many investlgajj&ons,,?.-0 vUw.,; •
^  ^  ,.3 ■-, . For .example, ; - Trmm- ami ..Aohert-r- (Bm *, :1903* |6 ,; 52$ ;•; J * 
Qbtalned-:,b«nsaldehyde:.by,:h«stlQg -.boru^l smlphoxM®|; Say the fy** •=, 
1909, 95» 3*91 showed that.during the ^ .Inier&etion .of > benzyl=. smlph*y^- ' - : ' ' - '-- - - ";,:
oxide and hydrochloric acid in various solvents, bom&ldthy-dt, 
benxyl mere ptrvn, dibsnsyl dlsuXphldt, and btnsyl. chloride are
produced. ...Similarly FIchter and 5Jo*tedt {Bet,.■ .1910* 4j, „)
, .- -. ... .--•.
Fichte? and teak (Bor** ~If 1^1: 45,v~ 1X731 showed that the controlled 
.eieetroehexailc&l oxidation of phenyl ethyl eul4Lido 'yielded phenyl 
merempi&ii and. aeet&ldebyde*.. a- .
; PiaBaerer (Ber... 1909, jft, SPSa? 1310, |J#-1404) 
investigated-. the Instability of £«!olyl*' and phenyl sulphexy&eetle 
acids and was ltd to suggest that the underlying' cause of the - 
instability,, was the' tendency on. the pert- of such/sal^hixldea .to 
assume an .isomeric form bj ** process analogous to the keto-enol
;;:,■ Adopting FtxsBaerer** hypd-thesljr, but using the modern 
electronic conceptions of ■ valency, the;. ux»t bis isomeric- form of 
& selsnoxldt would/fee assumed! to arise! &» follows**— W
The reactions of' the semi-aromtlo selenium compounds- 
art . such that It becomes necessary to postulate ihlc dynamic Iso- 
i&erlsa &br tempers ture approaching • the- melting p£ltt rt .these __/. 
eompounds, since the products of some. thermal decompositions ^ of 
tli# seienoxl&ts c*n ciX* bo tccsurtei. for on this assumption* 
Further It would.-ttppesr that tvl s ' type ■ of iso~erlsm was applicable 
to the analogous compound* of tellurium. T**e change frca the 
g-diseii^l..ieXlurtd.e dihydroxide to the £-b&st might .be followed 
thllil — .-•-... „
,,: £•*.?#.08sSe.Te.CH.* ■ 
or &%.Te.X tile.Te.X*- :
.The re-arrangement of the Isomerle complexes ig sssua- 
fi to b e .due to the great reactivity the methylene .group, and to 
the stability of the trimethyl' ielluronium ion formed
1% seemed reasonable to suggest t therefor®, that on heating.the 
diiaethyl telluri&e, dihydroxi&e both Isomerldee Cl) and {1 1 ) 
would be formed ; simultaneously,'" and suhit-tutntlj undergo ©1 molecule* 
ys*erra»gemenV-to-\rcaeh. a-:more' stable: form " (111). :^
ge ** H2Q +■■■' Me . . M« .? * ., ; * -■.- -lit- -,
* ■ •. ' '-'V' * : : ; y* -• 15
T # ^  ■ + ^  , I I #  * . T #  J O * ; :
M© ' Cr,4 0 . .0 ;
■-.■■ * (Ill) .
This form (|.|;i:)v would hart ..the salt lih# character of 'the poly-
of the ©•has®-described-by Brew, who. showed' that it must" haw#
the above-structure.'Vlt-ls possible that'the complex (111) ;-/^.
will only . exist wi th --the;strue t ere' assign#! to it under absolute
.anhydrous-- conditionst;v:fend•" that:in th#".presence' of. water or halogen
adds it -is .'.ffiorVvli&eljy'-^  that-the f -lag# will te a mixture of
triaethylvtelluronlum hydroxide or halide, and methyl tellurlde
tri*ha,li&e, or telluracetle acid*
(1) The preparation and .properties .of Phenyl Methyl ;.• ih 
Selenide \dlhydroxlde ~ -1
- ;:.v;; :phtny !-■ is® thy I; selenide 'was obtained by me thy la ting th#
. sodltua-derivatire'- of phenyl selenol'Immediately after its - preparation
froia the;ethereal'1 extract,'" with 'dimethyl' sulphate; and th# oil
which- »spar*ted;-wasextracted with ether. ' Th® ethereal extracts.
s®r* ^aehei-with7.'dilute'aqueous'"'eodiua" hydroxide follow#! by the .
water, :^ and ; finally ?;drled over' pot&gglua hydroxide. Phenyl methyl
8®i«nide was a pale:yellow• mobile :’dll distilling at "'aoo**
£01 &t T w  sum. pressure.
feetbgT selenide dibrosalde wga prepare! tg the 
additlua of. fercuala* is e^rboa tetrachloride to phenj 1 methyl selen- 
ile dissolved -in the same solvent. $h# additive eo&pouBd eryet-
*ttia«d-fro» this solvent m  long fallow glistening .needles' 'which
$ ■ . o „ «*
tetcmii at 100 , and Imd a »,p*. IIS - Ho ,. with dee©mposibi-e
os
' Phenyl methyl selfcai&e dihydroxide b i  prepared If 
.treating a solution of the dlbroml&e with an i^utoms suspension of 
sllftr oxide. the ©xooits silver e&ide, and the silver hromit#
«as filtered off,'. &sd the ele&r aqueous filtrate eoneentrated *ln 
mono*, when the dihydroxlde u s  obtained as. a viscous oil, from 
ftioh owing to the Instability of the compound the last tiroes of 
mfcer could not ha removed. .-
' Cii J fht let Ion of Heat’'on Phenyl getfryl Sslenl&e MMtroxide 
' On heating ph#syX methyl sslenllc dlfcydroxl&e In a 
tube similar to that 'described for the heating of 4«*&c®?tyXamim0~ 
diphenyl selenite dlhydroxidt, { p.54) at 100* and IS mum. pressure 
H  decomposed to field' phenyl methyl selenide, and fortal&ehyde,
*hleh 4ls tilled into the jre&$lirerj fend diphenyl dieelemide whleh 
ress&laed. in the tube,,. fhon|l methyl selenide was. extras ted from 
th® distillate .with ether, and Identified i>j its tup. 203 ~tOJ , 
fead tj iti dlferoalde, m.p. 115 -116 * Porml&chy&c was detested 
%  its:odour, mud hy the ability of the solution to restore the 
colour of Schifffs reagent, and to produos a silver mirror with 
^oaiaoal silver oxide.
Biphenyl diselehid# was identified ./by a mixed melting
- ■■ > • r - _. •■-.-■ ,• .
point with s.n authentic specimen* €3 -61..
I M s ' decw^pcsitlon la vary different from that of the 
UeetylftminodiphenyX selenide dihydroxide which under siallar 
conditions decomposes ,into the selenide* water* and oxygen.
|sstiming "that the constitution of. the phenyl methyl
seianide dlhydroxide is. analogous to .that of the dilromide from 
fhich it was formed* and taking- into..account the nature of the 
isolated .produets; of • decomposition* the eonstitutioml change® 
which occur when -the/ dihydroxld© decomposes nay he ..represented 
to :**—
C*H4a §
CH.
So
OH
(A)
CHa
CHj
Se
V
10
4 H*0
CJI
C*H*
(B>
he
OH,
,£®
W ;
80 
*H.COH
'. . ■ ; . ;C^ H@ -Be - Se..- C*H* ;. ■ _ ,
Since phenyl, methyl selenid# was:isolated as &.. pre­
set of the decomposition* I t  m a y  have been produced b y  the.re&ue- 
U°n of the dihydroxides * or the gelenoxlde; or i t . may have been 
fomed by splitting off -oxygen in the' same manner as the. decompos­
ition of the aryl - selenoxi&e previously described, - It Is sugges­
ted however* that the experimental results are more- in
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*
itfo the. view, that phenyl methyl; selenoxlde. • exist 
is two isomeric -forms, .which/being .unstable*. decompose as ai-CA} 
grid (Bh - Both, phenyl .scleaol and .-formaldehyde arc capable of 
reducing the sslonoxldc* hut ..their eziatsaca depends on . tha dscoa- 
position.of- the hypothetical isomer CBj*
In order to /tost /the hypothesis, that the: Isoaerie ; 
fora (B) could give rise to am isomeric. dihalogen derivative as 
postulated for the aryl selenoxi&e on p . -3$5# ..unsucessfuX attempt s 
wera aader, using ..various experimental conditions to cause ‘phenyl 
methyl selenide .dihydroxide to.-.lose..water,.. and' leave a..residue 
guiUfcle for treatment, with fcydrobrc&le\. M i d • -. / These residues -m 
glwiya contained/ deco&posl fclon- proiuc is > such as, diphenyl, dleelenide 
and the. small anouafc; ofthe dibromide . obtained-. was • always identical • 
«lth ths - dibromide; prepared-.direct from the., selenide. la th# uaual 
B&aaer* . , '
/In, view,- of ,the behaviour of the . alkyl-aryl selenide 
examined*, the... thermaldecomposition of phenyl':methyl 
Le dibrosidt was.iOTcstlgafc@d./v:; ,. .:/w/,
f^ dlj The Action, of Heat, on Thenvl Methyl Selenide Blbrealds. 
";:x  A.! weighed quantity of the selenide dlbromlde was 
plfccei in o glass-tube* and carefully heated at laO® -150 for about 
teaaiautes: when all visible signs of decomposition had ceased.
^0 gases evolved -vere passed .into an .alcoholic‘solution-of silver 
altr&ts, in which silver bromide was •.precipitated. The 'tube :w»s 
^ to have lost 23*5 per cent in weight*"- ;whlch within the ; - 
experimental error*: Is 'identical with ‘ the'calculated - 
*0u3 4* w^bht. fc^ methyl bromide, ($8*4$ per cent).
non*
0 , V   ■>.
s.p* 60 -61 * which was crystallised from petroleum
met had m.p* 61 : either alone* or.when mixed with teoiao-
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n-volatile residue in the tube, crystallised to'a'brownish-
jtgd ,
ether,
gelenobeazeno# . ^ Analysis confirmed the Identity of ‘ this compound
6S broaoselenobenaene. . - "
. It.,has been described* how easily the’ dlehlorl&e'1 of 
UcetylaElnodlphenyl selenide could be succeo^ivelyv cohvertei: v * 
into the dlbromi&e* and the dl-lodlde by the action of aqueous - 
solutions of potassium bromide and Iodide. : Similarly* phenyl/- 
©ethyl gelerlde dlbromide was converted Into the 'corresponding / 
di-iodide when triturated with a warm concentrated aqueous solution 
of potassium iodide . However* when the.'dibroiaide was -treated 
with a cold aqueous solution of potassium Iodide y: phenyl ;:me thy I- 
seknlde tromo-iodlde was obtained In theoretical yield.
! 1 v) The Action of Heat on Phenyl Methyl Selenide Bromo-lodld©
. .It has been shown that* when it is' heated, phenyl 
aethyl selenide decomposes into bromoseleaobeniene and methyl- 
broside. ’
C«H*" Br /- • C6H6 - Se - Br
\  + /  Heat ' . .p -■■■
• ■ Se . - -  ----— — — — - +
C3’a -^.Br:/// , ' CHdBr*.
■ 1 10ny1 w@thy1 selenide’dibromlde can be :read!ly con- 
& Into .phenyl methyl selenide brbmo-lodide by:: the action of 
wjueous potassiua iodide * and the ' themml 'dec ompoeitlon ■ of ■ this 
filxed iihalid©under similar conditions, yields bromos©lenobensene 
*n4acthyi: iodide. ' /
6?
Se'
;Br ' -Se - Br ■
Hesbt'
1 . CfjI.
' This" Indicates - iliat' the conversion of the phenyl....- 
aetkyl selenile dibroaide into.the ■-phenyl methyl selenide, bromfcrs, 
iodide is probably an ionic reaction effecting only one. of the ; 
halogen atoms-of the quadrivalent gelenlua compound. Bine# heat-* 
log of both the broso-iodide oui the dibroraii© of phenyl methyl 
Belenide’ yield-bromoaelenobensene. • The nature of the. volatile 
alkyl r«*logen compound appears t^ depond on the slectrovslsntyy 
linked halogen atom. v,. It see**a necessary' then, • to assume. that 
shea divale: t selenium become© quadrivalent the two additional 
valencies are not equal in value, and are probably of the nature 
one c©valency and one elsetrov&lency. -
It must bo noted that the &l~ayrl selsnides dihalides 
do not .decompose in the s&ms'sahnsr as the' alhy 1-aryl selenide 
ilhalldes* Therefore the. presence of the alkyl group in the 
wUoule:influences the mode,'of decomposition, for:*— * '
(a) - Krafft and Lyoss(Ber.# 1894,;gj* l?6l) have shown 
that diphenyl selenide dlbrox&e is decomposed by 
heat, into bromo-diphenyl' selenide, and hydrobrosle 
acid', r
it) :.v 4*lcetylaminodlphariyl selenide dibromlde yields on 
' hosting 31 S^dibrcmo-acetyiasinodipheny1' selenide 
.. and hydrobromic acid,. ) . Experiment©!, section
^  evidence. supports.' the contention that the cons ti tutoin of the---.. 
.coapoWda of'quadrivalent selenium, .whether diaryl or 
L*&ryl is'probably as  —
6 8 ..
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1, consistirg of three cov&leneles and one eleetrovalency; hut
the constituent groups have a profound effect on the stability of 
the additional linkages ”>hen divalent, selenium becomes quadrival­
ent. It is not inconsistent with the chemical behaviour of 
thecospounds of quadrivalent selenium.to suggest that during 
the thermal decomposition of these comp our do there can exist 
dynamic isoaerldes which determine the course of then® deeospos 
ltioa and the’ first stage in the-decomposition of the alky 1-aryl 
selenide dihalides is the migration of a proton from tha methyl 
group, so weakening, the link between” the’methylene group and the 
selenium atom.
CU3
CH,
.Br
Br
(C#H,
t ' 
)
'Se'
I
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u) ' The.Preparation.and Thermal Decompositions of:derivatives 
of ifcenyl and p-Tolyl-acetie Acids. r ._____________________
■Since the presence of an alkyl group In the cons tit*
ution: of the .selenide .appears;- t o he an. impor tant;: factor-.governing
their stability, the : selenetines'' prepared by" Fop® and Hevilie {
joe eit) were investigated' . <
(1)'' The Action of HEAT on Phenyl Methyl Selene tine Bromide.
' %" weighed quantity of phenyl methyl i: Selene tine bromide
ies'heated''"in a glass-tube; and after complete decomposition the
Io80 ~ in weight’was found’to'be explained by the evolution of methyl
broiida, which was passed through alcoholic silver nitrate where
It precipitated’silver bromide. The residual product was an afcid,
ani was" identified by its equivalent, anp* and-its, mixed m. p.
v. >  - V .  - v . .  ■■■-. e  &
«ith phenyl selenoglyeollie acid# a. p. 36 -37 •
It was not found possible however, to.cause phenyl 
a&lenoglycollie acid to'condense with methyl bromide to reform the 
selenetine bromide, either in ' the. ethereal, solution, or in a
sealed'tube*'’ — ■
(11) The Action of Heat Off r-ToIjl Methyl Selenetine Bromide 
p-tolyl methyl.selenetine.bromide Trv prepared by' the 
son&eneatlon of bromacetic acid,.and p-tolyl methyl selenide which'
®8 prepared by a method similar to that described previously for 
preparation of phenyl methyl, selenide, ..,
■ 'p-Tolyl methyl selenejTine. bromide was.found to decom- 
P°30 quantitatively* within the limits., of. experimentalerror,..-into 
Holyi selenoglycolllc. acid and methyl bromide,: when heated under 
tondara conditions, .
fie compound slowly melted, -and mo thy 1 bromide was evolved without 
jffeyvescance. > ■ v \ e - . ,
(hi) The Action of Heat on the Mbroarfeof phenyl and
' ’P*Tolyl*aeetie Acids. .' ' ■'■‘-'"'h ■ ' • ..  -, ---
vPhenyl; selenoglycollic acid was prepared by direct 
troialnation in carbon tetrachloride, of phenyl selenoglycolllc 
a c i d  obtained .from :the condensation; of .bromaoetic - acid and phenyl 
lelenol, in the ..presence of. . sodium carbonate,: , The dlbromide, :
shich' is insoluble., in carbon ...tetrachloride, separates in small 
Undefined yellow., needles, - : These .crystals were soluble in 
sost organic , solvents, .but ...on dissolving in. ten times, its weight, 
of hot glacial acetic acid, it decomposed quantitatively into .. 
troioselenobenzene, . and bromsc©tie acid.
l\ , When,-phenyl - selenoglyoollic acid' bromide., was distilled 
'in vacuothe temperature began to rise rapidly after two thirds 
of the material had distilled,. h,,h.The distillation was stopped, 
at this point,, and-on. cooling, ■ the: distillate crystallised as , a ; 
trownish^ red mess„.,., t These.- cryst&lswere, serrated, into .,. 
broaoaelenabanzene*-and hygroscopic, ■ colourless plates -of.broa* 
acetic acid. The. undistilled residue was separated in like 
rcnner with petroleum■ ether* - into;.'bromoselenobenzene, .and diphenyl^ 
liselenlde, m.p. ..63 V
■Phenyl selenoglycollie acid'dlbromide was fused, and 
cooled' melt, separated Into-bromac#tie acid, and bromoseleno-' 
tonz«ne;>-together. with a small quantity of diphenyl' diseleni.de. 
the path of the main, decomposition would appear to be;— —
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CgHs ■; '  : C H aCO O H ■ .
' C,H5...-. Se - Er
Se  ... ; Heat v : - •>• » CQOTTj
, Br ■ Br '
filS.:lyl.. BeleBOslycollic acid dlteroalde was prepared
jy two methods
. .{a) the addition of bromine to p-tolyl selemoglyeollic
acid in carbon tetrachloride . - 
(b) the action of bromine on the methyl aelenetine bromide 
■ in carbon tetrachloride.
p<*TolyX seienoglycollio acid dlbromide decomposed at
"o’
its m.p» 103 $104- in to  £~bromoaele'no$oluend, ' and -bromacetio acid
Ihe re s id u e -a fte r  e x t ra c t io n  w ith  pe tro leum  e th e r , was d i f f i c u l t  
to c ry s ta ll is e ,  b u t i t  was shown .to  be p-b rom ose leno to luene s in c e  
the o i l  was reduced to  P * d i t o ly l  d is e le n id e ,  and th© presence o f  
\>mlm was..dem onstra ted.
The action of excess bromine on p-tolyl eelenogly* 
oollic acid,; or p-tolyl eelenoglycolli© acid dlbromide produced 
taacetlc acid, and p - br omo s e 1 ©nob olu©n© dlbromide; contrary to 
wggeBiion of Morgan' and' Porrltt (J.,19^/27,1758, ) that excess 
broiiae yielded. a:: totrabromo-compound*
■ " .These results may be summarised schematically thus;*-*-
•Heat
<2H*C*H*-Se-CH*CQ0H + V
Br
at
CBs0*H«~Se~Br ‘ ; ♦ j OHji’Br* C001!fSe
CHsCgH&
Br
Hr
.Br.
4 - CHsBr.COOK
(6) ' OOJICLH5IOHS*,. •'
, 'Apart...from ,th# .lack .of success ..which attended
the attempts./ to' ..resolve -the ,-selenoxl&es .mentioned , ln this Thesis 
..none of; the -experimental, results is .inconsistent .with the -view 
that lit® quadrivalent:sulphur, ---quadrivalent selenium exerts thr m  
m&lemim - and one electrpv&lency. .. .The; ins iaMlIty and. polar 
character of- .all the-compounds studied Is definitely &.$&lnst the 
assumption of -.a • fourSeov&lent> f v m . of..quadrivalent, selenium, and 
further it was only,-likely, to he true. if quadrivalent tellurium.
*&s four-cavale&t.. has.,heen-. noted- hois ’Sre® h * that
W&lrivalent: tellrrluii is probably, three c ova lent and one electro* 
Jfelent,: since • Vernon’s* • cle-trans- isomerism of the dimethyl tellur* 
°aiua dihydroxldes on which-assumption rested the hypothetical 
Hructure of four eovaleat Honda
^  n0 0%ia tenee.’ " Further 'Dr. Sugdsa has • examined: bomb & ® l m ~ ’:: 
60 m m d  h&s’shown. thai'--tdie-par&chora of' these; compounds - are 
in agreement' with'the assumption of & semi-polar double bond’ 
f^cwea the oxygen «*&'-selenium atoms* but however*-;h e • finds"A- 
& »tr■uoturs of /two OoTaltnb hondis and'two-_ semi-pol&r7' single 
Ijonds would be ■ more, in agreement with, the psr&ohor. measmrements 
of selenium .tetrachloride*/''- la either e&so It is; necessary1 to;- 
assuas that - the cpiadrlTaXant' sel.©iiiu& atom maintains an"octet;;;; 
ofTaleacy electron©;-""'.-
. '• The' properties" of the derlvatives: of 4~&ceiyImiiBO~ 
iiptayl selenide are'' not widely different' from which’one would • 
tevg expected.on..the 'assumption that the selenium atom in these 
derivatives is linked by two cov&leneies and two sesl^poiar 
single bonds •; Cn->the other, .hand*!... the., proper ties" of the deriva- 
&tw'of the &XtyX*&ryl. compounds examined; support the three
cmlmoim End 0110 eleetrov&lenoj type of qu&lriw&Xeney, part-.,, 
icul&rly the', preparation and mode of deoonpssiiioa of phenol 
asfchyl brono^lodide. , ^ .JDouhtless the. properties, of. the deriva- 
Ui/ts. of the purely. &r0a&tla..-8ele&lAes are modified by the. p. 
«l«otroa attracting capacity of :.the. aromatic groups is which .the 
Mltaina' atom.1© joined. ,, ;\.~,^ .. . . .....
: The experiments. described. also suggest 'that the 
properties of. .the derivatives of. the - sssii*&rom&tlc sol snides are 
tafltt«aeed by the presence of the alkyl group ■ presumably because 
S**ouf by providing, a labile hydrogen atom facilitate the 
4«MfcposHi©n of the complexes.'
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farther it in held'that this type of isomerism post- 
ulatad for the - alkyl-arjl - compounds' of -quadrivalent selenium' ' 
likewise "•provides'' -an; explanation.: for '.; th«r wtmderlhg meihyl- group 
in' the change' frost the ; a-bas®- to t h e §-V s e. o f  the" dimethyl 
teUuronium dihy&roxi&es described hj Vernon," and' re-examined by 
Brew* . • ;.
fhe'lm ^tlgation' of'the. seal-aromatic compounds of 
^iriv&leht- selenium 'has provided a"-method' for the preparation 
of ilxsd alkyl seienides • ifalch should prove of'value for the 
continuation of this research* ■ For example, ' the ''.compounds 
obtained by the addition of halogen compounds to symmetrical 
selenldes ■ ' . '
Sc; • * .TO* — .. .
R  - R  ; ' X
Heat v . - - ■ ' V  R ----    ge---..------- ;---  Ei ■-. + ax.
on decomposition by heat should give a mixed alkyl’ selesi&e* ■
• fh@ work detailed in.this Iheais suggests that when 
.fu&driv&lsnt, selenium exerts'., three ; ccvalenei**• end .one electro- 
Wilg'p.cy„ but confirmation is- lacking that- it maintains this type 
of.Qusdrl valency in selcnoxldes*
The work described, in this /Thesis' b i  carried out 
during the period. September lv&o to July . X927 , .:• in. ill# ..labomtor- 
of the-'Battersea polytechnic under>the supervision. ■ of ■
Dr,'J* Kenyon, to whom, ted to Br»H* £hiHi.pe/ the author ■ 
desires : to crprtss hi® tii&sfcs for. their interest and .guidons**
■ ’ the authorwishes to ; acknowledge the-'receipt of 
a perscsdl grant from the Department of Scientific and Indust~ 
rial Reee&reh to. enable him to’ .carry, out hii? work* :
E X P E R I M E N T A L
' P~mqXj I -houyl sul. h "i\j- m s  : prepared by the iiethod of _
:>’!sdsl fs, 1 Ira fta* rhneiy-pruduunlpXrp ^toluene-.sulphonyl .chloride 
p.) fas suspend#! In 4ry8^hiop-h©n^fr®0 -b@na#ri«-' .CaOOcue, },aa4 ■ 
hurl on naator talh to 60*~?O* • An\ ir^us .»ln~ **. i . chloride • 
i J m a  added ^rntui: Ilf to the ro*’eW„* :«1 £tur®,tovr«?»l r t&in &u 
porous action*. -/The reaction’&&®a heated under'reflux,imtil'/
■;or® aas m * further evolution of hydrogen chloridespas.. . T m  - , 
yiplai intermediat® ycoispound-of:;th« suXpbon© siui aluminium :c?iX®rl-l0 
;j dfooup0*ed uiih, acidulated crushed. Ice-and .rater, the aqueous - 
ijlutlon heiria, ;suboequ8ntly\;€?xtr&ct«l. with ©snll quantities of.- 
earn©* , .Af'tsr r a* ury*nq th®‘"bea&en® cxtmct. th®. solution •
;■;& evaporated %n cu.ll lulA,ut'i .allowed- to .crystalline*'. Fh®nyl 
tifi sulphcrit crystallised as ..white glistening pl&ios#e.p*ldS^
;a which on re-cryc t" lllsatlon..had n,p*ln7%i::-s^and not lui«30 
d quoted .in the literature. .; -The &ver&$® yield on. eight batches / 
a ;w per cent* It was- found that nil reactants nurt loo very 
defuliy dried,and tsore. than .the molecular quantity' -of aluniiiiun ■ 
a !o used In the reaction to ©naiare good yields.
' ^ 1, bm I-hone and IH iolyl gn 1 phos® wora prepared by the/sane
dlioi,.- " ; :" - • ■ ' : . _"' d /-
;,l°lll .rbury I ’ seleril!e ran obtained by' the. method m m  ty £r&tft 
Vorstsur flog git If or the preparation of/diphenyl eol&aiie, Dry 
holpl phenyl sulphon® (11/ q«) wan ! fused. in a round hQitoml flank
“X - .a cf * c nay flu n m \  oh u e .refally h ot:l in t . ash*
•I poster cat seleniua C-0 pw) aos a lied in osull quantities .until 
as vaa i n active evolution of u;mlphu:r uloaj-ds and after as-w 'hours
was raised when p-tolyX phenyl selenide distilledlvi%'4'~ * *«r • "
- "The addition of & few grame of p^iolyl phenyl sulphonef*|i **
distillation of th® real&u® mid or ' reduced pressure •. 
oldti & further quantity of: the a#l^ai4#d ' By rtdlstillatlozuthe 
■ tolyl 'phenyl selenite ms'obtained m  - an. almost -odourless, pale' ' 
oUow^oMl® liquid; tnpi: l7$*-a?3* / 70 j , i , :; / S U * * F3 .-g, ■ '
!0Und! 0-; requires ■0,ov*X j n,,f • t
M W  vhmrl selenite dlftromld® was nree&ret lay the addition of• * 1 ./ nhfi d  In  * n »h“ M 1 *^    ff*"»~ irm trr «“ *’■• 'f***- —'«r«- ••■»«■»««..........-  "''  .......... 1 1 ■?' '■»'"1 •• ■  .... ...  «< *a "  w
win* in dry. ether to a solution, of the selenite In dry other, 
to dibroaida.was. .precipitated from solution as hard rosettes which 
ere miily recry*tallised .from' carton tieulphlt®, '■
A better method wms ng followsi- Bromine (6.5 |,|
M gradually to a cooled solution of the selenlde (10 g . ) in  
irtxm tlsulphld®* ftO t . e ,  )* •’ • A fter standing an hour,the c rys ta l- 
toeAatsrl&X (i& g. » .p . 143V144*,) wus removed by filtra tio n ,a n d  
icr/8taills©lv from'carton dlsuXpMd# when-It m s  obtained as long, 
Knp r«4, glistening noodles, m*p, l*lj*~X5Q0»
Mi C,i0.T; Br,W*2: Br«-requires C,7d*6r'H#a*7i
.  .-■■■ • ■ /  ' . -.
readily obtain#! by trituration of ...the
w***^
■ibroiall# (7.5 .§„ J with aqueous sodium .hydroxide .(15'c.c., 15 ^ 1 
®til Vm reddish bfora. 'paste ; became converted Into a white granular 
Merjthis was filtered .off,washed,drled»and crystallised. from b 
whloh.lt separated In clusters of feathery needles,
■5' IJlCljj9: yield * s .
fbo aelenoxlde,*ae also. prepared directly, from the selenite 
^  ^ U a n  of a boiling solution of potassium ptraangaiante.
the tli©oretlc&l' amount of potassium peri^ng&n&te was'used,the 
selenoxld® was ’ only. about,- &S ; 4  because • further ■ oxidation i 
portion cf tho material- to 4 ~©?^bqxy diphenyl selenpxl&e loch.
therefore & -considerable, proportion of the; s-elenl&e■, was 
o^ rsd unchar^s^d* , The $ el epoxide prepared: this - way. • had la. p- * t'SV 
5#'either'alone, or" when alxed with. the a el anoxia©'- prepared from, 
d lb roa tide -* . : . . ' ■ . , ;
iidj Ct'^ y* f i. •**# ‘^•of ■ r^i|Uxr©» 1?, . >5 ^ /a
fht selenoxide#.when triturated with’eat1 w U d  aqueous 
Irobromio acid,was rapidly transformed Into ILs red :
lbroidisj which after crystallisation fros ccrbca dleuiphlde" hlvd 
lp,M>,**15C#(sith lilon)' either &lo::o, cr' when mixed with
adibmld© prepared directly fr^'th# aelenlie* . ' '
tocptei; R e s o lu t io n  ©I*. p-Tolyl -Fheiiyl Seleaoxid* by means, of .= - ... 
M'-Sulphonio AeidT- '
I £*Tclyl. phenyl seleno&l&e Cl*J-g.} was added, to a solution 
U-Mphor siilphonic fecid-O.O s*} In water (5.0 e.©.*■},ar*d the 
tes heated on a . s team bath for a- few- minutes until solution-, m g  
-ost complete.., . .After cooling, the crystalline as terial, which 
tested was filtered - off »&ad was. found to bo alaost pure,selenoxlde 
hh proved io.be optically, inactive* .. ..The filtrate was diluted 
’ttimter,&nd .to the resultant cloudy solution a . f ew cubic centimetr 
aa fcQueeus solution of sodium carbonate ■were added-. A few 
ty&tels of - the seleaoxide - which', separated were fh tiered off and had 
a-P. iuoMlt*, a solution of the seltnoxlde CjO-.II g,} ‘in alcohol 
wag found' to be Inactive*
Ihe re-covered' seienexlde wag therefore dissolved" in a
solution of .d«c&ia?har sulphonle a eld Ct* 0 g„} la ethyl alcohol 
(11.0 e.-c* J and the -solution allowed to crystallise. Again*after 
decomposition of the filtrate with sodium carbonate 0 *1-8 g of the 
eele&exide was obtained which proved to be optically inactive* .
Attempted - Hesolution- of the p*?olyl .Phenyl. Belenoxide - under -.
Anhydrous Conditions* . . ~ . . • .
fhe eelenoxi&e {£.6 g. )* and d-*camphor eulphonle acid
(2.3 g.) were dissolved in hot .dry ethyl acetate* the crystals
solution
which separated on cooling thy'elear .obtained .had «£**#* 0 «J2# in 
dry - ethyl acetate (ct^  1.1175* 1,»  1 .0 * }  whence «c §4^-4 1 4,
By titration 0.2235 g*. of, the crystals were found to contain 0.0506 g. 
of 4-caaphor eulphonic ‘acid. - If •" the • crystals : had • been. the -pur# salt 
of th# ■selenoxide'with 'd-caaphor sulphonic acid they should 'have 
contained O.lf '2 g, of the -aoi-i. ■- • A solution prepared byetalcing up.. 
0.133? g . • of . the • ®el®no3&de*and O.ChO? g . of the d*camphor sulphonie 
acid to to.o e.c.with dry ethyl acetate had’ e*.*** 0 ,33® £ 1 ,- 3.0 ) 
whence .04©* 14,?®* . Hence it was concluded that no resolution
of the •sel.enoxl&e was' taking place. flat filtrate from the crystals 
4$scribe4: above' deposited .on.standing a second crop which had 
®b*s* '0.30* in dry. ethyl' acetate C. c*« 10723» > whence •
* iu«v-: 13* <*. ■ flits' eecond crop contained slightly sore'than the 
theoretical quantity of •d?camphor sulphonic acid since. 0*284? g, 
contained 0*140$ - g* - of acid, theory' requires 0,1331$.
^arbDrvdlphenyi eelenowlde was prepared by boiling an aqueous 
suspension of p-tolyl phenyl selenide and potassium permanganate for 
corral hours, The manganese mud was dissolved and the 4~e&rb©xy* 
%henyl selenoxlde w&spreelpitated by the passage of sulphur dioxide
5 .
^  reaction mlstore fir filtered*and the insoluble' portion'macerated 
rtth dilute aqueous sodium carbonate solution. ' In this ,'way the 
rodiict» of the oxidation were separated into jp-tclyl phenyl ftelen*
{r)ie and’ 4-e&rboxydipHenyl aelenoxlde* On the addition of dilute 
nilphurie. acid: to the. sodium carbonate extract 4*c&rboxydlpheny1 aeien- 
txide separated*and. was obtained*after recry©tallia&tion from alcohol* 
a alcroeryst&lline powder* ifi * p # Ws p J? ' § (with decomposition). ./
foundi C*33*Sj. H*3.4; Equivalent#-., (by titration with SaOH) ■
requires C,33.&; J:!,i,4|2 .Equivalent.; 225.. -
arboaqrdi fr-*ny 1 ' sejonide' wm  prepared by warming a mixture of V 
kirboxydiphenyl/ ©elenoxid© (Q.5'$.)»&eetle &eid (15.0 0 *0 ,),and tine
pt {0,1 s,l on a steam bath for three. hours« . *£h% hot filtered
solution was diluted 'with water whoa the' selenide'(0,25,g*) separated 
15 pal# yellow glistening' leaf lets * s.p. 18^-164* (without, ieoomp:} 
ounds Equivalent, (by titration with H&OH) 2?pj' Cj>*Hi*0*Se.. requires ' 
Equivalent*? 2??. ' " '
<11 phenyl sele.nl&e 'dlbromlcle' was prepareds -
{ahby the addition of 'aqueous'hy&robromlc acid, to a sirs solution 
.of' 4-earboxydlphenyl- eelenoxtde {0.5 gV)' In acetic acid.. On 
cooling, the dlbroiaide {0.6 g. J separated. as yellow*micro- -'
.crystalline needles' which turn deep red*and soften between 
.• 180*~Xp0#,&n4 melt at 208*-210*« ,
(b).by the addition of a 'solution -of bromine (0,13 g.) in.carbon 
tetrachloride (1.0 "c,c.} to a warm solution of '4-carboxy- 
diphenyl.selenide '{O.iX'-'g.) ’ in' the same solvent (50,0 c.o.). 
The ' '
$h6 dltMail© {0.28 s.) ®.r* ':05*-2Q7* crystallised on cooling’ 
tn® 'mixed solution©. 0.1531* $* of the dlbreald* neutralised
, |60 &. of potassium. Hydroxide on decomposition,theory
requires *^380 g.
Wt.ed Resolution'of ^»Carbox.TdiT>henyl Sel.enoxldc.
4*C&rboxy&iphenyl selenoxlde C5«5^ S*) wai dissolved together 
li)ruoine CT.Od g.) in'warm, meet one ($0.0 e.c*) *which deposited on 
iidlna small white needle crystals' of ts.pl' 2$09 {c&5 • - 5ht filtrate 
[poured into dilute &queeu* hydrochloric acid,and white crystals ,
Ich,after- being washed and dried,had 'jsnp. Separated in,
4 , yield.- . 1*0 a i&ii tin to £0,0 e.c.'with pyridine : * i ac'SA,6i O.C** 
.,= 2*0- ) and was considered to be inactive.-
' Further recrystallisation of the first crop (a.p. lS0*e&.)
'Med •&' second crop which was cheesy and impure, whtla t .treat t
idilute hydrochloric acid'disclosed only a vary small amount of 
’■cilia in the second crop. the filtrate after decomposition with 
toehlarie cold yielded a whit# solid m.p. bSa^cp^.., {X.? g*)
•)&, of this solid Miadt up to fiO.O cue. with -pyridine was found to 
optically inactive. The- amount of • brucine in the first crop 
s very much greater than in-the Second crop*
The Strychnine salt- m s  found to be too unstable i© be of 
f service. ' ' '
The. l~Qeatfcyl&&lne salt w m  prepared by dissolving together, 
kb&se Cl.5'3 g . a n d  4~o&rboxy&i phenyl eelenoxlde .{d.ll g.) in the
quantity of warn alcohol, and allowing the solution to cool,
■®th# first crop of the X-aenthylamlne salt separated. in white
Insoluble, in acetone,hut xmrltlg dissolved. in m m  alcohol*1; A" * ' ; •
fht filtr&t© from tha first cr/atsllis&tion was decompose:! 
situ dilute aquaotis hydrochloric acid, 'and. the recovered 4-c&rhQx/- 
diphenyl seloaonlde was flXt^x^ off#washedfplated#er4 dried when it 
iad m.p* fjas~037#* An 'alcoholic solution of this gample of selea- 
hda was found to he optically Inactive.
if 10 si 11c filirete from the s ;esnl eryatallleatlon w m  
lecosposed rttli dilute .hydrochloric acid; the whit# a olM aup* 150% 
Mob geparatsd m s  found to h# optically inactive*
^arMhowInj ft it tot resolution ■ of teCarhaxydlphonpl Sel&noxide ,. ■ 
Ipfie f r e g t U naz.
A-e- rtryjdiphor^l aelcnexiie 
■ 1 -neatly le.-alne
" I'
CrapA ■i§*p. EdU * 1
a, p .
o 8 4 S, 35
■ .■ •; 
•i . * * •
filter ts
-03*. b .j . .::C‘
f fittr ‘ite deco ^os od « ^
i h^nojcili nwt,.*. >-T>?.w
ft^ t5rgqii In tlve
. Crop *S% nup, aaO^-aaa^ j m d  X«d^et { 'j^ s? ’0.8415,
ir hO J ill ethpl "alcohol* which was urxhaap,ol &s in ha. p * on repeated 
cp|8M 11o}, t* on "'from alcohol.
1'lklliMthjh in# a It ,- - a .
hydrochloride (X*§5 $.) m i  guided to' 
antral golutlon df ..4-carbQipoi *.»$yX .eelenoxld* C#,h3 .g* J la m m  
teas aodiiiia hpdroxld# C3:3.0 cueuli . .fhe first crop of the salt 
4-Pt in'1 *195® m a  recrystalllsed from w&i#i*..(C0,0 giving ’ . :
feathery «„ t is a.p. liS-l
trio filtrate from the' first crystallisation was decomposed
*itU dilute hydro chloric. aei4s, the- ^ -crrht:?/dlp-hcnyl:-'£elenoxide 
snich;separated,■■■•■.after, plating.. and drying Lr.i;,is* pal£5,4® -157?,..; : • • ■
1,0 Gv of this, © olid saait- tap: to S0«0, c.c.-f vlth/pyridine': vas-- fcund; :■- 
to be -optically 'inactive,in-a; two decimetre tube. '
■ The flltrttw from the second crystallisation «£s treated 
tith aqueous sciivj 2 ydroxiie, and extract©! with eth&r;acidification 
of the solution precipitate I a white e^lld which t **icr filtering,
•ashing, and pictinj yicliol optically inactive *-corbaxydiphenyl
.... .. . . . . .  .'.- • ,.. . - ... .:: - , . . .- - -... -j
aelenoxiic a. p. o/ta* '
*hr d-sr-rte-.yl jtr An? r • 11 of 4~e a r t u */ i Iph enj 1' stloiioxiaa • 
had «sc -13v?s ( £,* 1.1 It, X,« :;.C } In pyridine solution which .
ms uiuhungm l;y re c rye tul X i sat Ion frcre alcohol, mier, or dry ethyl 
acsttte* iht salt w :  then heated in a vacua:; oven at vos/13 a, a* | 
far twenty hours hut its Flight, o.p#, and rot:*tcry yo m  maolael 
unchanged. ' .
H d t m b w m c * o4 i ras orcyaroi by the f o l i c m e t h o d  CIllinois | 
Bulietein JT •:.} A  solution of sulphuric acid (1000.0 o.o.) 
in »at^r,:(10Ov.O;' c.e.) vws.j i.coolti ln:a five-litre, flask :fitted with 
&a efficient .stirring, apparatus#:"-■■■•The; solution 'was stirred- Into 
1-nltrotoXuan#. {CIO-g. )*. and xcmlertei © a d i m  Mchie* te * g.J aaa 
ad!aa in--small :.particns.--to■■keep the..reaction • vigorous;yet..under'-' v-' 
controls the flash: being cooled - with Iceland water.':-- ■; - >  ■
■ - ilhen - all - the - sodlua• bichromate h&d>-'been' added; ' the-reaction­
' s  was stirred for an-'hour,"1 poured"'Into two 'litres ^ of :ic@ anlgwaten .
• - - •  -v%
the &«nltr6beftzoie -acid'removed' by filtration,:and■ washed'vith oh#y
< g! ;
litr© of water.. ' th& crude acit was' then aglt&tti i n :V^^litrm &jf - 
ydute sui.mhu.rle acid (5 Pffrcenjtj^^^fijJtgrg^^ ,g,;
jjodiusi hydroxide ( 5 percent I * fhrInsoluble Impurities were : ■ 
removed W  .filtration, and the acid ■ reprcclp-it&tad bj-'snnmlng ■ the y . 
filtrate into-dilute sulphuric acid. ■' ; After reer^stal 11 nation from 
the aelti. had. m ,-p « -•
^AalraoteBSoie fell w&a prorr r *o If the method described in the 
Illinois Bulleteln#TTT»p* 11 * An agitated suspension of £-nitro«*
bensole .add. f 16? g,J In 6H* -"rdum hydroxide 1500 c.c.I 
saturated -with sulphuretted hydrogen* • the reaction mixture was c 
cooled In ice* the- temper&ture never being allayed to rise abov© 50J 
fhe' flask was weighed, and -when ihc-ro *w* no further Increase in 
weight* the excess? eccaorjia and sulphuretted hydrogen was boiled off* 
fbe precipitated, sulphur ■ was .removed, .and' the hot' solution of'':: 
m m i n m  ap^amiaoponsolc aaeidmp treated •••vith/ .glacial'acetic acid 
(^•0*0 -mid orjstallised-.with fs«p* 1 '3«lpy#*
?h$ mother liquor ,t?&saev&por&tcd downs-and a :further;crop was ■•■ 
obtained#‘ •.and;.the complete yield reerjstalldsed: from four litres 
of listllltd mtir^ .uv/Xield. 56 g* .sup* If * *~i€0*v •., :;
4*4*~Dic&rbo%;/dlrhanyl £l£SliSiMS m s  prepared lw the method used ' 
ty Bauer {H2£.» It’ll* kC for the prepa ration of iAHMX.OiS.uus
compounds# -. to a vigorously- stirred ..solution of &~&.stnoben£cic 
sell (41.0 g.} in taier \ *0 e.c. )# and concentrated hydrochloric
&eid {^1,0 c.c.J; sodium nitrite - solution (150,0 c,e* of 10 percent ) 
added,whilst 'the .te&per&iure ■ of the ■ liquid jsaso wag laalatainod 
£t 0®, - After y0 minutes*, the solution was medo a Iks lino to eongo 
r&I If .the addition of potassium acetate, • t;rhen a solution: of 
pstsosiusi aelonoofa.n&te {$*6,0 c,e* of 50 percent) 'va& gradually■ ^ 2'led
jiftsr ' I V-boen s t ir r e d ;  rtor, th re e  ho u r s , :- t h e " b r o w a
Insoluble laaterial- m .  rez&oved hy: nitrations'- it' consisted -mainly' qS-
tiipiienyl dificleni&e, tvQm .which it-was-. not• found. possible- to■'separate 
the- ficlcnooy&n&te*' ':• In oritr t§ concert- the rularibeyaimi© ■ into th® v 
iiwleai&e th#- mixture was’- dissolved i n  -£2f, godium hydroxide solution* 
gf.-d tlio solution boiled-for an hour* cooled, filtered, 1 acidified* 
■The precipitated:.4-.41 «dle&rboxy&lphsayX• disc-lenide. (Jd g*). 
separated Trem sethyl alcohol as a p&l® yellow ricrocrjstall 1b#
h0fe?boxj;phe:nyl mat-lip 1 selenl&e- -/ To a- gently' boiling solution of 
44*-4icarT&o>VJi iphenjli diselenide. (40.0 go) in aqueous sodium ■/ v- 
ftydroilda {S‘40.0 e.e*; of . 10' percent).'sodium iiyirostiXuMt# (110*0 g„ I 
(or sine dust 1. g*l rr. added grt-n-tXy* ■ To the filtered and
portions with agitation and after one ’ w r* the c* * *%&rboxy jihmyl
'••... .•. . ’. •' .- • - ’ - ••. - - • :-:
ssthyl selenllo 'r: precipitated by the addition of acid* When dry,
iis©l©nldt * is insoluble* ■ 4*Carboxypheny 1 methyl' selenide SrO*0 g sj
P*cartoxyp-he-nyX''- s e 1 gnocy&aate rontaiaiimtad- with 4-4s^ dicsrhory
cooled solution limth/X sulphate (IhO e.e*) m s  -*d In small
it ms extracted ,fith htntsne in which the chief Impurity, ths
separated from hot fcon&ene as c  ^ yellow mleroerystaXXlne powder
»*.’ in*. ' ' " .; - ' V ■' ; /"
found; C » 4 i.C ; CijHjsC, e re q u ire s  C, . 0  B .3 .?  %.
1
XX.
’
methyl selenlcie dlbrcraide was prepared by the - 
addition of a ; solution of' bromine (p.d g.) in acetic' t o M  {3'O.Oc.cJ 
1,5 a'slightly' warm ' solution of 4*earb©xyphenyl' methyl eelenido ■
(13.8 £•) in acetic • acid '(200“.O c.e. l, • the addition compound . ’
($.4 &•) seaaratotl rapidly ‘a* snail orange red needles, vhlcH after
f£.sl-ins with ictlc' acid turned a ’ deep red ■ above l?e*p and had a.p. ■
■;' " -  a -- ■■-■._
fomit fr,4 C* :*0 ,i;cEr« requlivn lr/a.7 f« ' • T
4»CgrbQ3typhenyl-- methyl ffelenoxlde - was obtained, bj;~ ; •
•., (a). Triturating 4*e&rfebxyphenyl. msthyl.selenide >&lbromi&e..
.... dd.4-g*) with, water (fO.G e.s. J, sad a.few e.e'i, ;of 
'.. 3;1 sodium hydroxide.solution until the. suspension had 
p. turned white.. .The liquor... was still, acid to congo red.
.;. I1 "  ^^ lencxide (9.8 g„)_ wag removed by .filtration.. . ..,:
; Cb}.' Addins hydrogen peroxide' (5 .# cic. of 3-0 percent| to a
• elution of' 4*caf boxy phenyl'methyl rolenido. '(10V£'"g.}": •
" In methyl"alcohol (JOO.O eVc; K ? " Ths'solution became 
and ctending overnight deposited'crystals (10 g,}
" of 4~csrboxyphenyl methyl' eelenoxlde.. ' . 'it crystallised 
" from' alcohol''as‘ small",’' hard, ~ lingular prisms,'’a'.p. X6p^
1104® "C&eeomp. 1 and the molten" product" set rapidly to a 
■"-■ yellow; eolid'.: which-reaelte about i50**. ' p '"■■ ;
Found:- ' c,<«..'h K,3.7; ‘CaH.OaSe: requires C,*1.C; Hs3 . 5 ' '
Attempted Resolution, of 4-Carbaxy phenyl methyl selenoxlde by the
feetional crrrtalliestion of the" Brucine' Salt.';.. -■ - p ■-■ ■ -■ •
j bruging. salt of 4-car boxy phenyl methyl eelenoxlde
% n, IQ5®~XIQ9$ was found to be very soluble in cold alcohol, and 
slien rterystallised -from a hot mixt ur® of alcohol & M  acetone was'' 
oDtsinad with a. p.* 151*- 1 5 3 * .' On investigation, it was found that,
durian the'recrysi&llisationy the seleaoxide had become partly
reduce! to the aelcnide, and that the alhaloldal salt, a.p. 151®-15.3® .’
m  a mixture of the brucine salts of the selcnoxldc,- and the selenide
Accordingly, the brucine salt was- prepared in‘absolute ethyl alcohol
and the solution allowed to -concentrate. in & desiccator until a
gui table amount of .the. brueone .salt Cm.p. 105#*110# decomp.,) had 
- • * 
separated. ' Prom this salt the solenoxide Cm.p. 1$.3®-18.4,» deeomp*)
could be obtained by decomposition with alkalies, and acidification
of the alkaline extract with acetic acid. ' Similarly.from the
filtrate from the salt, aqueous solutions of the sodium salt of •
4-carboxydiphenyl methyl selenoxide were prepared by the addition
of dilute, sodium carbonate solution. These solutions, after
repeated extractions with, chloroform to remove dissolved brucine,
wore found-to os either optically inactive, or in some eases to
possess a degree of optical activity' o f . the order ^ 4  si *Q«0£* to
•0.04®# I.ju* within- the limits of experimental error*
The various solutions of the sodium salt' yielded 4~«arboxy--
diphenyl methyl selenoxlds (as shown by Its m.p, and conversion
iato the dibroaide by means of hydrobrbalc acid) vhieli was optically
inactive in either aqueous or ethyl alcoholic solution , ■ The ■
bruois© galf of 4-carboxydiphonyl methyl seleixoxide is' optically
inactive to light of X 545? and has Tap >+£.5* i c,» 0.2864. l,% 5.0.|
~. 54&( “*
Aa ethyl alcoholic eolution.
.etbed of Pys&h
a*root Al.UtieK. of 'broiiir:®.C160.O g.J to benzec« {*00.0 &.} 
gently tolling under reflux. f c icaction was catalysed 
with pyridine (l.C c,eJ astlescrltc 1 &$ Cohen i Practical 
Crgrnie Ghcuictry.K
dr 2 ,t In an ©v* t rfc IX O* wora treated n t h  a dry ** elation 
of dry trombeiizone ClCh.i g.) la sodIun-*drJLe& ether ( tC0 *Ge«e
A cnr. IX crystal of Iodine w*s uropr^d into th# re-ction
iodine had fallen; havlr^ Initiated the reaction the remain- f
hrosid# m g  f ~ by aiding gradually dry pcvrd 2 i aeXenlum.
reaction la very, vigor©us* tdnon.all. th# s#Xenitj£i had
Icon aided* tlio fixture tiae. heated gently imder reflux for 
one ,hour on-a-, so ter hath, to ©osicXete th , reaction*-. Hie, ■. I
• V , - ■ ■ -  ‘ 1
i
a oloao-sia-gnooiua compound. «&©. doct-vor-sl vlth acidulated. 1
- ■ ■ ■ i
(hydrochloric ^oidi .-Iee <=, ter* preoaistloiio ' being tahon to I 
.avoid the .hydrogen .-selenlde which was evolved* ! ■ the solution [
■;. was. repeatedly, extracted ..with. snail ^ voltiues .of ether (total 
:.■., iico ,,c'.e.) ami the combined ether extract© washed* and dried
flash* cat a cloth dipped ta boiling rater was applied 
locally to the portion of the flash at which the crystal of­
fer of the. brcahensene «&«, added at ouch a rat#. as to 
sustain a vigorous reaction* T«*hcu the c&gncelus ! j
dlscolwd (cu * l o  3 hours*.) the' Bdeno-j-henyl magnesium 1
£100,0 s.') whilst cooling the fic> ? nlth le* since, the
irltli calcium, chloride* \ . On removal of. the'other by evap«
oration seleno-phenol {160.0 g.} was obtained as .a red oil ; |
with a pungent odour- '  ^ t . " j
.(c)* pen-^^elenlnic acid nitrrte, Beleno-phenol (160.0 g.) . -■
rc t # 3isl‘ slowly,, and with vigorous stirring-'to- concentrated 1
’■ ; nitric'‘.acid (CdC.0 ,'c6c. B * 1.4 ) by means of. a dropping ‘ j
. funnel, m l  finally.- digested, oa .a. water., hath for' one. hour....." • |
. On’.cooling, benzeneseleninic acid nitrate, separated ■ In :
. yellow granular crystals which were filtered through glass
.-wool, and subsequently -dissolved in water. p .The aqueous 
/
-..-'solution was -filtered.,from 'impurities,, ana- extracted twice 
.with other; then . evaporated .-.to. a -syrup from which separated 
the-pure, nitrate as a .hard, chalky mass ( I
(d). Bens ones el enlnio acid .was, obtained'In a' ..pure. - state qy . -.; j
; '. decomposing- an- aqueous ..solution .of ..the, nitrate .-(5.0 per cent)
. with ammonium hydroxide (10 par. cent) from .which sandy p.
.. , crystals wore .deposited on stirring the,solutlorn., , 1
. .. - Hscrystalllsatiou from water yielded the pure acid as a .pale j
1 .-... . . . . . .  ; . ... .. . ..... , ... . ^
, ... pysllow, crystalline .solid p. 1S4;@-1V3^.\ . - u
: ^ iginollrhenyl seleiilde was - prepared., by ..heating a mixture of bensen® j 
, seleninie acid ■{00,0-gj. and aniline; (80.0 q.c, ),at 110a«115# for 1 
six hours In a round bottomed flask immersed la an all hath. . p This® i 
conditions were found topgiv® the best yields (1-3-15- g* K  • After 
feaov&l of - the .unchanged, aniline' in a current, of steam, ' the dark :. :
coloured .residue was', extracted twice with hot dilute hydrochloric I
’ ac^ J the addition of a small quantitity of norit■serving to render .1 
j the terry mass porous*' ' ." ' j
On the addition of- sotllus- cs.rbonst0 to- the' acid • extract/- the
gelaald©'was precipitated:•■&&.. a -plBk-aicrocrye't&II^ » ? -which.
rEpidX/ bswrri©- r hlghi^eoXoured'- ly reduct of '
the react!£ n» unXesih the-precipitation rad filtration v<?rc carried'. 
0Ut r " ; K t ,  1 i- w-awiEr:s a l u t i o n « ■ - unwr.r :   ^ - v r h : - ;. '--- — . ■
4,A;U_r ji-%>~'v/l eslrri^t eepcrfrt 1 from aqueous alcohol, in. clusters
of cU cw i  ro X f tu r l  , p r i s d a t i e  n e e d l e s ,  s u p . 55 * #
Fourhs * h ; .  X; . f c  r e q u i r e s  1 , 5 . 5 ' %. ' fh© sa.se I s ' r e a d i l y
soluble In hot dilute hpdroculorle"ael , on ^ellng the•-
hgyochlo *  'E h p e . r e t e d :'-as--:£iaooil T e a  tilery": u s e  l i e s , " ziu p .  155* . '  •
On the•adaition-;0f- dilute codlua cortonato solizd X* * to ih*"'hydro*" 
chloride, ;>> - pure'^ 'bas*; * as. rtgsnrn^ fetd. r;' p
T o w n  1 r:cx I j tiirtitlcn, 15.0; CVadl^ d 5o Cl rervires-;!!0X,X5.5 2*
1/ ids intcrv.ctlo * cf-ani line -and Kn;r rnsnulpfihic acid•' ^ '• 
I I l n s D c r ^ - f Al » ’111 . ) V fc ta insd^  h - o ^ t n o d i p E e i i U l '  B.alphoxld© 
the reaction iUrcrihsd above, using ben&en&aeleRlnlo acid, doubtless 
proceeds- t:, t?;© jrus ^echanisia,'hut'.'"th.o’-selenoklde produced is' 
reduce! to tho stic nide!-'by th3 o'croo aaiiiisth - ■
^Mgtjl - yy%gieni&a way.prep&rs-l V/ warning together,,.:',
^asinodiphey X selcn 1 he {5«b r . J r al acetic a- r*;yiri 11,: {5.0 ,c. e.) *' 
taa produet I8'.- ;>) ?cpar. tel from .aqueous ,alcoivol- in glistening - 
l e a f le t* ,  & ,£ .  i S y - l T O 0 . d  . ..:■;
Found? C,52.:l; H . y Q y  l!,hsc!; CM1U*0 J  t > retires C*5 7.5; h,Xc4j ',
or ^  r '
**£*£&._ :to-l . m  ^1 ' enlenldg' decomposes ■: when 'heated with,;mineral
/'IS.
,cid, thus  ' t h e  ’c a n n o t  be" g e n e r a t e d ' e c o n o m i c a l l y  by a c i d  " 
^ o l ^ s i s .  The' h y d r o l y s i s  af '4~&c©tyl&3lft0&iphenyl ■ ssiehid© " .
0  \)& e f fe c te d  amoothXy under th er- fo l lo w in g  e o n d it io n a : -~
A BQlutXon o f . t h e  g v l v  i l l©  ' 2.0  g . ) in  a l c o h o l  {10.0  ©,©.>.
es heated under; reflux. «lth JIf socllusihydroxide. solution C10.0 c.c.) 
for six h o u r s . . t n  *.o o l i n g ,  .the r e g e n e r a t e d  b a s e . ( 1*95  g«.) crystal- 
iim from th©. react ion ^ jalxtur^ j, and after recry a o& froaa
alcohol, had .,  .
y.cetylaslnod.i~’ ^ iyl:- g©1 #r*l&e ■ &IhjAroxido. - .- xo--& : eoolod-' alx.txire
of 4-a c @ ty lo i- j ln o d i|> h # n y lTa e l o n M o :; I 5 . 8  - } : n n d  glacial-"acetic a c i d
(10,0 c.e.)' porhydrol"-{4.0 .'c'Jc'*-1' was/:gradually? sMsd, d-Aootyl-
aalnoliphenyl s e lo a id o  d ihy& roxld©  (39? s* I s e p a ra ted  from  • th e  
resulting'" c l e a r ’' solution on l&i&nding;?-and a f t e r ’ c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  
fro* boiling 'water " (TOO.O' c.c.) had ia.p*14T^-14d# ; with &©cc* position 
found; 11 ,4.4 : • .CiiganQ* req u ire© ; C /5 I .  ; -■
' M J  4 . b b , : , . 9;:-;-::- r ,
i^m. & 1< rye excog sr of" pfcrhy&rol- fc&a used' the sr me' compim&t wag -: 
obtained, a n d  no-  t r a c e '  o f ..: th e  ■ c o r r e s p o n d i n g .  e e l © n o n e  c o u ld -  bo 
detect e l  * 9 ;: v ■ a- ; <■ • ■' : - .  : a- . -; : ■ ay ■ r. 5 :.
bben heated  - f c r >  few mlnutee with g la c ia l  a c e t ic  - a© id  imd ■ 
zinc cluet, - -nc stylolainodlphenyl.'- s o l r i i l i #  lihyir o x id ^  was '.quant i t *  . 
lively r*€ tuood to  the co rrespon d in g  s e le n l le .
" It - disBcl¥Ou :In r^ rf' diliib© 11/9 hydroehlorie'acid,: and 
%.n the solution was heated ,on r i fr« m-bath for -arx hc-urb glistening 
toiefg cf b**ae£tyl8sln©dlphenyl selenibe -2'epnra.tsd,. ■ ■ ■ Boim of 
ta® dliSaolwed dihjdroxlde appeared at tarry matsrx&l, and the 
'-5!on ..bc:^ scff snl or!9la inn nronertleg.
)with the view that • It contained, hypochlcrous acid which
results'V from the dissociation of a usleslde ^oscy chloride.
.^ o f  ,-t o n ' * - *c^tylr .wln*^  !»**«*■ a?l f»1 *"u da **rna^oxfle-. .
fii# dihydroxMt .{1.5135: S* 5 was" melted ’'over a small' flame 
.until there was noyfurt&er loss o fm o is tu re . ■ ■.'■’I f ' th o u  weighed ;
1 km g. " ^  requires t g0,5.a ./* ■
L  horny sags-' tlmn: obtained was haatsl rore strongly, when it' .
•‘fg$ened# a gulden' evolution of gas occurred, anl on cooling the r 
residual flail ares crystallised.  ^. .recry stallis&tiom frost -
Elcohol-tl;i? rc-s ilus was cbtatosi ms colourless ;leafXnts- (10.0 g*) . 
i,p. 150**1 C C *  €iVv:;T mlo  ^ when mixed with. .^-acetylaainodiphenyl- 
jsiorids.
A-»Ae©tylr.niro 11 rhenyX seleaMs dlhydawlde-t(40.0 g.) .was
teted in a vl~. tsbo, ioiefaad in s lath of sisilei—  1 para, f fin, - 
sad salat. ! n t  at a t roassre ..of §0 sum*. it. effervesee^.vigorously 
at 120° *XjO# sal teeauc- ^1 II. After twenty minutes the' efferves­
cence cease!,- and., the liquidtcrystallised although its ■ temperature. h 
wliJO*. , ofhe.solid : trcliche a/1 HJ_g, was .recrystsl <*■
iieci frc.; ^ry chloroform,.' and..was.ofctalneu as ...siaall .lll«defl&ed . 
er/s tails, s.p.; 1M * ^ 14^ .  ■'.a •; . ^ ,
tomi: Cr54.S; IT, 4.6; , . , C* A sOa!l So t ’_res C*54.9; B,#*^
I?4‘6 f. ,.;/: .. ..g -.;..v  v ,,
foUke. the erigiml dlhydro^y. c •* * 1, t n  sselenoxi&e did not;
tocoapoee m  The .sup. of .the' dihydroxy. compound Is really
foe teaperr.turo at vh3a’" It loses water at crii.'^ry pressures.
f^ n the’ eelenoxide was recryetalllaed from aqueous alcohol»cx?ya ts&
of the corresponding dihydroxide’ ©.p. X47%*146# with teeomposIMcm 
: nere deposited from the hot solution*
.The dlhalides obtained in quantitative yields by the' 
adaHion of concentrated aqueous solutions of hydrochloric, hydro* 
bros&c, or hydriodic a©ids to a warm solution .of .the selenoxid© in 
glacial a r e  tic acid w e re  identical with the dih&lides obtained in 
a s is. ' m anner f r o m  ,th@  eorre&pon&lng dihydroxl&e*
^>r~  ^I d e  w as p r e p a r e d  h y  h e a t in g  a  s o l u t i o n  of
4*&eetyl&mlnodipfteay1 eelenlde dlhydroxlde Cl.? g.) in alcohol 
(15,0 e.c. }• with sodima ’hydroxide solution (10.0 ■©.©. of 3M.} for 
six hours under reflux.
'•The selenoxlde Cl. 3 g.} sep&r&iel as glistening needles,
B.p» 1;- s }with decoup) on cooling the reaction mixture.
fomii C,d u4p 11,4,1* Set30.4» **, urn b Se requires €p!ru-6»>
H.4.2; N,3.5; Se,30.0‘%*- : 
this m  iwi was also prepa; s& d m  4~a&lnodl phenyl ^elen* 
ids as- follower 4^Amins4iphanyl selenide C?.5 g.} dissolved
in acctcuo (>o«n c.c*} was a  tel gradually with purfeydrol C4.Sc.cu). 
a eonclteretle amount of heat "being evolved. the crystals Ctet g.) 
feifiii separated on' «tending were filtered off* and mated with 
fie ©tone ifhmi they tel sup. 10Q*~181*. * -y were reeryat&llised ■
together'with a second crop (O.lS g»J obtained from the filtrate, 
tei methyl alcohol, and then ted a .p. 1&7°-189* either alone or 
Him with 4-aniinodipheny 1 eelenoxide prepared by the hydrolysis;
sf £~aG$tyXs£lno&i phenyl selesMe dihydraxXde,&s described previously
0 " *
ij:n i s e l e a a x M g  m e  'reduced to Vtimi:
crraCPauclln^  oel#fiMe lar tymfcitmt withstno'must* ’czU a cejuttru
Ec^tic^Hh; d.llatg tedregfilM'dQ. roll* ,. -. .. ., -
fht ftficlf; pasdcr#4 4-c.uIiiOdiph#c^l salenorlie it>0 gi) 
m  triturclsd^itli dilute hydrochloric &etd- i'50.0 'cue.) t!f/S.}h 
the m e t i e r  mixture las .filtered* srul from the « ..Id filtfmta d^ririo- 
-i!i:%o:i/l t..l mti ' "v* :o«~c t* ’ ' ? arm : \  : i- tv 1 l>j toe
addition of.-.soditia-tio^rbonat®*- S So crystalline c-uli Ic
iaolafci'from too to-cry iiusXuble material* >h m ¥ v t v  dltulo 
sidphurie, :r tootle veil v  „t v:cl in glut 3 of dilute hydrochloric 
acid a slc;:*r rxult rrr cut' iooi. ' S-/ - • :•• •;• or:
SAcotjlo S o  ;!., irr/1.  ^vltaAde' dtohlorldf, m m  pyopared t| l!r 
addition of. a miriur®- of 'concentrated...^u©ou0 hydrochloric c. m i  
(3.Qc.e*)f end acetic &qXd- (1*0 c*c*.) t o m m i e s  solution.of Smcmtyl- 
aalsciipheoyX: sclsaide. dlhylroxM© j X* 13 g* I In, glacial nettle acid „■ 
(SO c,«.)* • Tie SicSlorM© eiiieli. separated was crystallised from 
seetle £ m  C?0*0 c.c. }.* end m s  ebtclBM ec alaoot'c % rleas*. ■ 
feuBcy, feathery/ needle CX*6': g. * t^rr:* ycilox at at out X
tad m l ial.'at . 1 . J  ^ ■
Foam- . Cl, li'.o; ■. C^KiaOCXsSe. m u i r e s  01, 11.0 ' / „ ' ■'. ;■ ; ;:.
thQn chlorine gss. ems hubhlel through a . solution of ' '
W c m / S  „Sr m ;; h:;yl r **I u*I ie In acetic acid* £ rhit,r ^ryct-IXlno 
eon^ ouai was proolpit&tel ism- 10 "-IvTV vThls eorpound eentoIaaiL 
Gloria© miioh.could not fee dSiyh-xol by the action of dilute aqre^cs
1
©dlua h;fdr0>:Me* - Whes the equivalent e-mov^t of chlorine* m  a 
solution of ehlorlno la gloeiol * e-, tie acid t strength of which 
r^g determined 'bj titration* wms t ,ic^ to &•.«• of the selenidc
la glacl&l ' acetic acid* the proi *cb *% iaincl i~i ^ ©. 110  ^»lwOg*
©us ehloriae,"' In certr: Hat m e t  leu to.bromine and *r *i appears !
ta react with two tv jt / W  *&;> groar i r ^oll is by *, liitloa to the.
SS'ls-;. & Uijl • ,
By- treatm ent w ith  e lth n r mtaeh w ater or d ilu te  sodium hydro- 
xid« -solution* cot/1? ninodiptitnyt ? i  - i ic h lo r id e  ws-ii I
converted fi: two lilgatly coloured.^ aeetylr viiiciiplK-n/l sale-tilde : 
dibroaid*.« h ■' further.} . .
4»Acetf 1 aa 1 ncwl1 r <v 1 e n lle  1 thronM e .m s ©rope.red' by the oddlh 
ioa of a .of . bromine ;(I«6 g.) In glacial &e@blu. ansld .
(10.0 e.e.) to a solution of -<: eb/l~ tftodlphenyl i@ltn.ide ( 3 3  $•} 
la acetic roil. (73*0 c>c*K. ho^sphorienl clusters of es&Xl- red ' 
noodles (3.0!> g. f separated rap Idly* * After, re cry is tall Isa 1 
frou wars>  ^ ml-'acetic acid* Ilia' dlbroai.de turned a red
colour at 1 ■* v U d  to a 4©@p r  i liquid at I -IB.hh
found? C*37.£; K #3.5»;; 1*1.1? :v#35'.l.: II Br^Se requires  ^
t, ’ 3; H ,2.;>» ,’-»55.4 2. ' '
When'sins' dust’ was 5 l i e !  to  a' suspension o f tee dibromide. • 
in &eetlc ac id , ^~&eetyla3iuo biphenyl ■ selebld#' cbl- Ined*
On' grinding' together - •: ceiylasinoiiphenyX' sel m l & e ; 41» . 
brosldellT, 6 g.} m £ edlma • hydroxide'" so lu tio n  (35*0 e.-e.- of i d . '  
tee highly coloured dilroalde res eoirfwted into the eolcurlim 
I'Ccetyle^iK^iiphenyj. geienias iihylreii:!® (10.0 g. J is.p. 1&7‘,«10CS’.
if.e reaction was effect.!, only more slowly, fcy t „ use of ■:
eoll astir* - Whoa ^-ocotyli. luodlphoiiyl solonie ^ 3il d e m o  
heated at Its moiling point for a period of 30 smlutea ■ too 
evolution of BydroLrccno a e M  was detects by u m m  of strips 
gilfor hitrst c' solutior. " Tno i..siting deep red paste was « ' 
wasted *!ill ether, s M  the irsola'AM- grey powder remaining was . 
reepjatslllstd' from aprons alcohol* from wliloh it separated as 
colourless' needles, sup. Xi?#* this ooapoiiad contain® b^omlm 
hut gltm no precipitate r* <• r Boated with alcoholic silver nitrate ;
solution* da estimation of bromine (Car St**' • Indicated two atosse |
O f t 1'* 4 SI - t h e ;  zmlmnl^l:  a a  s.. > e •■"' V - ‘ - — 1
Found? ■ r&34* ti, Ci+®±aO... M Br»Se. j d r m  'Sr* - 3S.£■ %* v ■; .
Tim. bi'oiim; bad ; therefore r 1 -ted fros the s e i m i m  fetoa\ \
and.Me * * Minted’; is cm© of--the hmimm' nuclei, producing'•
prob&blyv^'a^cstyis3iBaaj:-5.«dib?omsaiph0iiyI selonlds*: - - j
^  Id d vl" * v "1 b .. .1 " J * *.. ‘  ' pi t_» ■■■'■■' :
{&}. brcm s^ ae®tyl&3iaiodipb€iiyl selenide. A. solution of 
iodine Cl.3 g.}' in mrm gl&clal acetic acid CdO.D, cue.) ■ 
was added to a solution- of 4^ aoetyianinoiiplio-inyl aelealae - j 
■ (I.* : - } in - acetic field - Cl0#0 - cue* I*. v After a t m  ■ j
M  rut. a too-diloclMe. i /ated in 'tolfey: rosettes of fine.-,-,
ieallu C d.d g. 1 m.p. .Idd^Mdpb. witli teeonpn-, ; . 1
-Found; By titration -1,44.6? G.jfc^!u-dO_.H I ;. requires I- .?2*-i
(fck Froa: -eelerilil© dihp&roxlde* ' ■
Coneentr&tekl aqueous hjdrlodie acid C10.-0 o.e.} was added 
to-&- wars EGlutiosi o f the dlhpdroxM© {0 .6  g * I in  s e t t le  
eedd £ 10* Cr;o . c. Jd : i;; Thor 411 odid© ■ d X* 0 g * ) - i tp . : ■
¥iid dceoug:, wither alone or rd.cn rdaea rite' the eonponsdT': 
prepared co nnclor- (a)-' or" Cel* s&pareiadg an4\m s r® o rfs t«"  
alXised fror fgnoouo ethyl alcohol. " d "" .
p ■ *\ » -*-aect/jLariinodip’ .,1 oelenoxide m u  used-
\
in the adore' ©rperlseiiis1 iir place of tlit dihy&roxid©,-- ■:. 
identleal diiod: were odtslned. i; - p : v p  ^ '
' (c)* Proa 4 ^ € , e @ t y l r - pi selenlde dlbromldsa ttm
dibrosl&e.t C l. 10 g . ) ?rs tritnr&fcod r it la  c, e lu t io n  of., ' 
potaesiua io ild o  {0*C> g .I 'S M .)  in  ^ n tr r  Cl.O c .e . )  during  
a period of t r e n t j  adnata*. ILc era ‘go d irro ^ id e  
grod.ua 11 j  od"-age! io .th o  chocc lrts  I r e  v~ dllcK lida. fli#
.' reaction  nxstur*? ? re dllut.l rith water# and the diloaM© 
eronoyed dp filtration# rr.l rteryatallisea froa alcohol, 
d^s.oot/leeanoiipdrnpl sclcnids 11 iodide, enia be 'crystallised 
without diooupoaitlon fruo aeid or elucual. / ;
o-deet/lrn3a:dip!:-„ npl eelenlle ill *; g heated - at 
its nelti;g point for an hour, c /©'-a ©©plows subllaat* of-iodine, 
whilst the residue, a f t e r  c r y s ta l l is a t io n  'frees ugaoous ' a lc c h o l,: '■ ••
tad m.pi d3*wa4®f cmcl'ccieeirtei of ;#«aeetplai3lnodip,‘ stltnMoe 
M s  charge prceooda slorlj evon at ordluerp 'temperatures/■'e v-v - ■ - 
epecluen-of idio- dliodldo* -ezpooed 'to th5 air, • had. cluvngea . -
to s#liaMt# afinr th® iaps$ of ias dajrn*
{&}.. fiia ®lh©r@&X :# M r m e t  o f ;#ei#i'iopli Ci§*0 g . } M M c r m m l  
. on p. I* m o  erwrreied wit!* &quo.ous -sodims
3dia-solution J'S.O o.o.-o£M0 ptr cent I *: tttleBi mm etekon
sMth dlaotkjri MidpUM# ,113*0. c*c* }.. eftsr .separating it . j
-■ ' ' \ 
from tli® ttlMr 1 m  m %  ■ After for dim . j
iMur* 'th-s elteltBt'solution w&a ©xtraoted with fMfeoin ' j
Ttie ethereal c/t* cts aw.r^ A * * it * .»M<; i m  . j
.' s c d t a  fi^'drosM#,. a fej m i e r *  msM fimdly, dried -over
I: t-..*.a1ir. lv-‘ r on 113. .. 1Lo et\Ms a m  v v.; urated, tMX tho
r c M -  XI oil ..distills! at etaMp&sric pressure'at £00#*
■ MOX'% tat, A m  r t a ^ l  - t a * !  - lorMta * m  r* Uctil
l€d unity yeduota p r a m u r ®  :&t tap* 1-^ -5 a,m.f j t a M l m g
a pule j b IIq w All.■•" J -   ' ; . ■ !
Bieopl' rst&pl: stlmldi? m s  prepared f.rcoa dlp!*er$M Mlntaan* ;
Mo" of taita frir'qmsitXii&s acomui&tri from tha oxidation ;
'■ of' s el e-nophenol * ■', "X. pi MissIonlM© ! | I d  g*} ;
■dissolve! In meth/X alcohol" { M O M c m M ,  eta retacta «■
riiiict r i A r  refill, witdi, ret-lXXc'sodium'CXd*0 s A ^  'Miaieri 
tern r l l zZ i:% c :»u l l"p im m thread & tide tut# M s  t ^ m ~ ' 
s c U c s f l M A  X tax M  ta u u  , X d  L  il ;
; amounts'to Ui& eroded a d  olie solution*' and IMimllj tantei ; 
.on £ fsiu imier Mtli f o r  onolxoiir t a ; cooglst# 'tds>msDtlone
lirvxr 'oas dilute with anta water,. and. ez&r&et&l with
tlis fthcnrool extracts worn dried over p-otanssiua hfdimJho, m i  
distilled to ylaXd. & pal© yellow ell tup* OOCFmOl*'*
fi£Aotlm  of h m t , on fhmil . Fol&fl Selenetine Fr m M #
Bio op I methyl atlt&eilna ferosM# was prcpcr-ed tf the mobbM 
of f v *  m *  m i l l s  git)* Squimoleeul&r amounts of pher^yX
aothpl r m m c  (ahc g*)g * brofsacoiie acid {7*0 g. ! w-tra girstljr 
oarnod. until molten,-and allowed %o stml overnight*- dry ether was 
then m l M : to; the reaction mixture froia which a a m #  of erjstala 
hot separated* Tho r-iit# additive compound £7.5 g*} removed ly 
nitration .ha i sup.. XIO^IXX* (with ©volution. of gas}® After 
mryst&tlis&tion from a mixture of alcohol and other, the phenyl v 
oolhyl r c h  oil t, ^  If o h 5 lll# as recorded by Fop® and
Ihfiilt, ■ .
hllon of heat .on phenyl, atthyl..aalriiatlRp^bromide,
OBhS-i Cl of phenyl aeihyl seXenetin© bromide'was heated in 
ft flask* fitted with & delivery tubs whirl! dipped below the aurface 
of on aqueous-alcoholic solution of silver nitrate* The solid was 
■teltd at 110* until ihf evolution of gas had ceased, the gas was 
pass#! through the sliver nitrate solution, and produced a copious 
precipitate of silver bromide, The imllae in the 2 o H  fl si:
*hen eold ~clJ;U 0>lX:h g, too l o m . being mo* %Z <Th* calculated 
lone ter evolution of CH^Br. ^ 30*&o ), the residue w&s acid in 
chspactti% sal m s  found to h&vs an equivalent of 130 by titration 
*Hh standard alkali, CXfuO. e.c, '0/10 FaoH» Factor. l.C Ph 1 
Fionyl islmonlyeolile acid SfeH3SeCIfaCOOH requires an equivalent 
of oi;h * ’ .
*3*
' the &eM' obtained In"another experiment was seeded with 
r/nenyl selenoglyeolXIc add', and sat to a i m m  of colourle&s 
crystals, id**37". : either' a I one or: when nixed with phenyl
ggleneglycollio aald, ' prepared’by the itoteoi of harpnn. a m  Porritt
(l£ff £:|t}. V ■'.'• ■' ■ h " ■■•■.‘ : ".- : ' -
Further, attempted syntheses ..were as followsm* .
{a}. :It was attempted to synthesis phmy 1 mtlayl
selenetine bromide from phenyl .--seleno&lyeollic a d d e n d
- p methyl -.bromide*/' d A dry ethereal solution of these - t^o’
■ ' 'substances in equivalent amounts w s : !:ept :in a stoppered '
bottle• for fifty days'/ M  '.diet''"not deposit ;.erystale . of ••
■ : tho inooluble: seleaetin# “ i. '•’ : - :.;■■•■.
|b)« Kienyi ’ methyl -seleaetl&e b r o s M #  was hrfeti l a  a «, led 
■ : ; Carlus tub© at XIO*/ until ’'completely &f tor dd
hours / -the -’tuhe IHhe eon tents - of- which were "still- fluid ) 
■mu - opened j and found "to be -under -considerable: "pressure, 
v which - was due 'to methyl -broaide ;a i m ©  the'- msldist" { still 
a.fluid )’crystallised'rdien 'iimoeulatod with & crystal of 
. - phony 1 selenoglycGllla acid. ■
L 7.1 d -  ^p p " -11 5n ^c11. - -o m  : s: ■
- ■ "An 'ethereal- ©jctr«ct -of ■ selenophenol \ 6 0 .0  s* -‘prepared :in ■ 
ths a&nnar'previously;-described ,p. 13* J was qaickly extracted'--with 
'pota-oiluai -hydroxide had, 0 g* J ■ in water' (£00.0 e.’c* I.'to which was 
added 'ethyl alcohol :{J00a0' -c.c. }-•.: A solution of sodltEi earhnsato
(ST',0 g„ | and'nonooHlcraeetle acid (dhh gh) In. toe minium '- 
dia?itity cf ar.t :r, * " t : i; t to ' the aqueoust&lecholle-'.ao&ution a?
£|fJ * , --to: . - tot a v- —  this touts i n \  i. ■ The reaction was eorptotie :
9u &. sleam*h&th after 20 minutes, wtwn the solium salt of phen^X ■' ;
■ of ' . . ;
collie acta m m  precipitated. • On acldlflcatlon/the aqueous ! 
golutioB of the sodium salt a pale yellow oil m a  preciplt&t&l. |
Oa boiling tills oil with a Xar^to ptuiitoltjr of water* phenol &ele&9~ 
gljcsllie mold rms obtained as a colourless oil which distilled &■%
1^*1 ’/ID s.isa* aiii on cooling'set to a ©ass of crystalline plates i 
«.p. 36s -3T®.
to alpooilie .roM_ AlbroisMt was proparol to/ the addittion
of a eolation of bromine CCtoO |g.* 1 Is wars cartoon tetrachloride {$-D,0ee j 
Ei@ dibrwntodr- {13 *2 s. yield 97% ) Hip-aratel la very small* jtiioi?/ | 
lll-dofissl needles a.p. X.* I* to a deep red liquid. . • ■
tel:' '■ Ctototoparp-o pspairoo Ir*4;.?'2#
Phonal BolonapIycoXXts &cl& ditoroaMa is almost iimolu&l# la cartoon
tetrachloride, chloroform* 'ben&ene, or e&rten dlsulphide; * at
own '
dissoltts la itosut ton tl^ss ite/weight af toot glaeisl acetic acid 
with is compos it Ion since the solution obtained on cooling' deposited 
desp*red crystals of hroiaoseleaobcn^ena, a,pe 611,
Action of heat on r;p.pt:?l sale pp I .ye ollie arid dlbraside,
(a), " i i/I Ovlanaalyeoliie acid ditromida 13*7. g*} wo?
earsfulij beat#! until it'decomposed, 'the distillate e#t to 
a bromlsb-rod sasg. of cryst&Xle. town t o^tdtdo of the 
arterial had distilled 'the ieraper&ture of tic,to*' to risn# 
m l  the distillation was stopped. The distillato was sop-* 
era ted 1/ s-arn of petroleum ’ eihvr, into' brownish-;rni crystals ■
j ■- #?.a
fi§ residue %n - Vd® .mi : sepamted Isj moans of 'warm petroleum  ^ ■ 
ether int^ *«•>-> v  c 1 cr.cb 'maeae tir 'r-‘'*yl di£*lcoide*&.r* 
it), r  c '»X r .Itrmplfeollis" c rll CXl:??zlU ( K 7  J nco r^lto 
" iv ' t\5 cool molt m s  ■ trtr: etc I m v v e 1 tiers ul&h cold
other. The rmiicm ccrnl5t~i of iIr.cst eoljm ** 
1 c m  cr^tclm aiiith r^parmiel from hot- patrol earn ether la 
tr-m^'rent eoXo\irlo?e It r?letr*s:.r* tit m r  ? lone
■:'o* lh^i niml tith t-ror. acetic sold. The cold petroleum.
etl :r o 'tr' ots cm corporation* gave rs t »o mrincir&l
• - . . '■ -.. - --- . . .  -. . . ..-- • ■■ . • _ •: > .-:■■■ ■■■■..■■*•.■•■.’ \ ;;
■'product LrouvColc-nohsrtocno* i m p e d e  a snail amount I
.  " ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . . ■ •  =  . . . . .  . - .  ,  -  •  ■ ■  ; -  '  . . .  ,  ; j.
of Clpmomjl rltolcnlde* t h m  phenjl-aelenoglycollic acid p
■ ,  ,  .. . . . .  .. . . -  • .  ' - • - •  • - • • - .  -  . . . - .  '  : ii
d!tr-;fioc loconecme^ rt Its is.p. u- 1 %• in the Indicated j
Xp the ■ v. |
:.:- ■ am; .;..,.m---cam. ; a.:p c ma. o v e r  m,,, ; ... . j
Cr.H» erccocri ■ ■ t
: "EtC _x: : v ■ C,«H8SsB6P : 4 C'lErCCt.'I. ■ s
li ' . C  .,.." “ : '  ■ ■ i
£rs ■ . '■: . : .. . - . ■ ■■■;,.: ■ E  ^ I
■■■■'■■ ■■■■■■■' !
p*Tolylr-dem flyeolllc a d d mas prepared by the 'followingmethod 5
which mas found to he tne most saticxh ctory* !
(ah Vupnczltia Ca.4 ig.J, p^tromtoluon© {17.1 g.), and cdssxUu.* j
(0,0 g. J were used to prepare £-toly laeleaol In a nonnor 
similar to that'described for phenjIseXonoplj'coXXic acid* 
f!i.e ethereal extract of the l^lscK of e; * tad •
■ with tpumcm pm toosina hy&roxiac. to, *ae alcchol-s^eous - 
eolctioa cf Vis eolcr.ol rap added a solution of ecilum 
carbonate (11.6 g.}f and'noaorltlor&cetlc acid CIO.4 g.}' 
the acid was separated, w u * urif led. in the  ^ m  proTfi i * 
described, . ; ~ - ■ \ ;.,______________
find a&if. obtained; m :aasligriiXy ytllow crystalline solid, in
enoplyeplllo aeld 111 r m l  In was prepared %  two methods.
(ah , A solution of. bromine .(1.4 g*.! .Ss serboi^etrftehloridt
: (S.fL O  e. e.} was .added to . a iiot, eodutlon of p^iolydseltno- 
-:pljcoXlio aeid ;( l m  g*.} in the m.-n? .mlvor.t;C 100*0 e.e.l 
-...The yellow .se@cLi.es of ;.th® add!* ~ eoaeotiM. {5*1 g. I
, melted at .'10.7*4104®/,to :;■& deep rod licn'iid*
(bid; A  relation rf bromine (0.4 g. J In earban ..tetrachloride . |
X a i C  c.e.' was added to a cold solution of irtslyl mo tip/1 :
. aelenstin© bromide,. {0*65 g*} ,1r c&rfctn istrrchloride -.
. 1700.0 c.e. K  Ah# yellow needles (0,6 §«) rnlch i: a s  :;
to' psgarate I ^lately licri a*p. XOQ^lOl® cither &1 
■ dor:'Wh©n nixed, with the '■ dibromide prep&red as in {&).
■ ’ I
a  ■. -  - - - ■ - .  - ,
Action o'* * on sold dtldocTatdm •■ j
compound ■■{ 1*6. g*} a a hmtrd * t lie rnphf or a few !
aimiommmi the ctemorel liquid .which sst to ;a siai-»r w^line !|
muB m  cooling 'wms extmeted several tinea with -petroleum ether' !
In ersll quantities. The- insoltihle residue. (0*45 g*! eonsisted j
of cplourieesy-'hygrosc'ople leaflets da*pm 4 ^ ® * either alone, ;
or them alrad'wlih teomaeetlo a c i d / ( '"The sstr&ct&m on•evaporation ;
£t the o*I! ry to. ; 'a wrrrs y.va r mX'i^Vw- a oil thi^y < mil 
sat la inertrl to crystallite. That it Is r^bromosolenotoluene - 
i# rtnltred h ^y-wrebablt by its" r "r reduction- with aluminum. :
fcsalgsm In noxst etliereal 'solution t ^ diselenldo
s*p*' 4?*V -■ lliminltrs bromide was ■ obtained on washing -the etiiersd 
solution' rith ' : - - ' '
m .lh il.. s o lmMtlrm  B ro sM # .
A cold liquid mixture of js-tolyl'methyl selesld# (AT g.! 
mi iroaacotio a e M  CB*B g*| ; f t m  standing overal^i, set-to a 
saws of long, glistening needles,, which when separated from -th# 
adslml oil by porous earthenware* weighed 3.7 g*
A portion of this s^tolyl methyl solesiwtiii# broiali# C0*£ ||8) 
imr placed In &. test-tube, and plunged into boiling imtorj the 
coispvusid slowly molted* ’Without ’risible efferreseeno©*. but a stress 
clour of ‘ methyl' bromide inns evident. ■ -The recultisu oil not 
'■ taiedi&teXy to a crystallino msse* m-p* fo#-976■ ©* t - alone, or 
min iliM with £*tolyl' .selcr.oglyeolllo- fceM,{Mmrgan and Porritb* 
iS£ M l  i t  . .
A c tl7.t,,ofT3 e oA , ,pn,..,i j^ W.l s s lm iie t ls t  Imoaid® -
■ 0*1764 a of^-tolyl nothyX selenetine bromide was boated 
ilih'Vk® gome appear tut ms previously described) until comp!cfceiy 
so lten , when i t  wna found th a t  tarn lows i s  v h . y i t  o O.C7V > .5* 
f iiia  amounts to  29*7Z Ioub la weight* • If CH^Br m o  s p l i t  off 
the calculated' less.would ts It,Bn*
P^M%m m el-m .otolv  r» ? llbrcrsld# ' was pmpnT&d 
(a)* by the trltumt* "* of j^ioiucimt eelcmlnlo acid (X*0B g* I 
with concentrated aqueous hydrobroaio wo id {6.0 c,e.5,
IBs resulting orange r m  powder,. C Sh. O'g. )# ss.p* SO*- -v • 
©ep&r&ted from chi or of ora ms red needles * m.p*.
Cdecompi.
fh). dj tho addition of a 'solution of -brosaias {0.3 g* .3 sols.)
In carbon tetrachloride C15.0 e m J
lo' a warn solution' of dlstXmide :(0« 34. g* I - la m r s
carton leir&chlorXdeEXS c *c , ) /  .- • On ..cooling e m n g e . r&n ' leafXeta
A  . ■ • 1
(0,6 g*) .separated, sap.- XX4S>X1S® (decompJ ,.; :. - a - : - x ... a -■ ■
.  '  i
Cel*If -the cf a ooleti'n; of Ir.x in,, (0,9 g. 0 mol I j
In th!cro£ar~ t d v  c*cJ to « fsXuido sf g^toljissleao**
Slycolllo me id (0*33 g. 3 la c'dcrlf. u (i i. O e*c*K 
TI;s mixture bo;., no v;Ti, mot or oaoling deposited lovp rod '
needles, a.p* 1I1W-1VV4 Caseexp* c2 t‘:rr .-lone, or ?h*r:i 
-I: jI with the c*. .you id rrogTv;;; <. ,i -v * cried rrler C D  
.* or Cb). . Thordc. to;re c.a v« * o daft 11-1 the cc-a- 
■..pound prepare.; \j this proe» inr; Is * efiaUy ‘g-brcnoeaXoiio*
.. toluene litre, dl 3, r.ni not g-taly!.:a d s :glpcollie acid _ 
to tr. ^ nadue ca oupdnci iy _ u > s. fcrr* tt, {X< e cifc).
If tlio reaction u*.' Ve y-i;,g ?» #r 1 viat carbon
tetrachloride,-' of. which 100. o*c. arc necessary to dissolve 
the tola* tb.6 sole product of tine.-reaction is. £*tolyl8$le&3»
, s glycollie .acid dibroaidcx - a, ■ a . ' ■,. X w-; a. :. /
■ rr. i^-Proaoselenotalusas &itjposal&c‘ dUedvea. in loot water, :'and 
the xvaulting ^ colourless' solution mx cuoling:deposits colourless 
n®$&lm9, nwpv -Ind-ITO eit— • * a-lono, 'or -when aintci with pr>ialyl~ o 
sclsnixiie add, s:'u ■ . . ■-■ ;x. ■•■:, ;v  i.-,/
la fMl. . ae tliy i. s e lm M m  dinromM® warn prepared by trd  of
looalot :(!:.HO 13*) in ecx-bcn tcir.* chlcrida ; *C\Q c.e. ] ’ to phenyl.-. 
Eathyi sc 1colio (fa,C g « } in tic r? cm oolvemt (110,0. 6 ,c.}.  ^
i d  wars solution deposited the Mdifcive cospouiul almost lorslistejcy 
ts long,, yellow, gllei ing m n i l m  {yield ^3/ '}* - which'-toracx
prota stoat XCQ% and .bd. is,.p.- 113"- l i d »(to#osa>, Jt ' V'mn$l 
su'dpl setotola IltoatoiU is soluble in boiling tuter to to© 
extent of ; l/to m i or ©cut; tut resulting eel. arises <«3lutlon is- 
sell to c d g  rd» r d  abet ceoltl or- eons odd a t«l l&pooita to© ' 
to lie atom, aged In melting rclnt. • -
Aetlon of. !wxl.ox !X^x/l srthyl. f:aXealldadll-r^xl)^ • r / a
- , ,  b h e i i f l  s e t b y l  sei enlde. ditrosild© v l d d C x  g*) was hsated 
at l-20t 1^3C^ -. for’about 10 niintof, by toich- tine il«esm;;C3ltiori- baa 
esanto* aba evolved gatvma: p&isasd .'into an .alcoholic ftolutian 
o f  f i l t e r . n i t r a t e ,  a n d  t o i i t o t  t h e  ~ r o d :  I  t o  l i o n ' o f  s i l v e r  t y a a l l a *  
The l o e i ' l a ; r a l g l d  w as  0 * ; X t o  g ,  c r  O f *  t o / * ;  t h e  c s l e u l f  t o d  le a o  
for & molecular amount -of setoyl bromide is 2£to >/. The non- 
volatile residue sat to n brsaTtototol toss of crystals, ***p. ..,C*~ 
6 1 * , t I c h  . a c p a r a t c l  f r r a  ; t o t o l s u s ;  © t o « r  a s  d e e a  o  r r » 3 t - r * i  r b i s
a , p ,  61s . ■
Poaal: Er, ;J,E; C?H.*ae3r# re .'sires Br,33.S^.
r ! * '  ^E" « *» "f *« A*? *,.A*4*. *? .a {. f I a** to . .was prerared b f ,- trlturii
/ e g  i . a t o l  ^aXoaile C l U e  lie 1 C  gto with a solution at to, - 
of^potto ? toll le .{toO s*tob soles} in water- CIO tocu}*;i;- thtog 
elioeolaee coxearto gotolertoobmisto ( E h o b a d ^ l e ,  9*40 g,},after 
washing, and drying had sup.* ,.67®*?0%-,;:-;-\- -Jtoiyi methyl seleaid© .- 
IllvdXds crystall* * e from rile tool in gllstoslijg* purple, short* 
prisms* map/ 6£*~7lVv...
Found* .:c7H*SeX* r Ires 136*81*
m&rml  * . m l  m i l  s wai prep&rei bj trl tern ting
fimafi. nothjf'l' m l a a M #  dlbimla# £3*0 g*} istlE & eoli solution 
c?f potassium iodide £3.0 g* d nolii*} In ister {15*0 $.0.)*
■'fa# 1arpmo-i.oOid@ {3«5 g.} oaa deep red,' aifi aeparated from alect* 
Hoi in red, ill-defined, compact orjataXs £5§«X-g*J -ssup* 85®- 
Mec&ap* I !di@a triturated ultti m r a  solution of potaaslya 
Iodide it m s  imadiatelj converted into tlio dlioimw m.p*. {and 
uliad sa«m I O T ^TO2 (doesiap,)* u . .
fmalr Br#I,53*Sj . C?H*£rX3e requires Br«-Zf • /«'-. .....
Action.'of boat on.Tkeml mfhiyl. solorlu# d r m m i n l l l a ■
1*0035 0* of tko troiao^ioilda mrs' mated at 100dt ■ sad 'the : 
distillate' collected*. ’ Th& non*vol&tile resiiut .-vvlghci O.TofO &• ; 
fas loss la height was- t m m f o r t  34*1^. • • She m lauX^im loao la
^ w assuming 'the dlaiillait to eon&iut -of metapl.'iodide is 
w . 5  t n o feS  I f  t h e  d i s t i l l a t e  c o e x i s t s  o f  m t & j l  b r o n l i t  fell# 
■calculated loss should be ESflfb baa distillate was a. oolourltis 
liquid * .. h mu-non-volatile at s r d lm ip r -  i m g m a  turns* eont&lr 
iodine, m i  ;which"combined tith rjrMlao on warding. {Rio non­
volatile residue COoTopo §.*} crj.®talllstA from ptim-l-tum tlh#rf 
and had m o *  61*« It m s  drooiOstXeriodtiiSent* ffeeayl iuaidtgl 
stltaid# broso-lodiie therefore _decomposes ©n li-sating according 
to the oomlica^t**
C*H* ' ^ 0 %  '
' '''So ■ C*R«;Se23r m  CH*X.
- Ir I -
r ‘ * sxloalie dfhpiyasldo was propared bp the trituration
of a mlatut® of phm$l mthjl ttibroailo (10*0 $* 1* silver
oxide {It.O g,), and water (ICQ.O ©*e*l. until C m  ptllou colour- of 
C$ diCroxida disappears1» Urn eoX-rurXo-a: filtered solution on 
c?s.per&ilon and desiccation j-.?$ i-bc-ut C e*c* of a viscous oil 
i&lch could not to induced to cr^ntnllisc. - this compound, was n 
not maljsod since it woo not found tc^clble, without the oeourw 
roimo of clao-onaeottioic to conplttclj free it from moisture...' Its 
Identity whs.astsbXiAiie-i &/ its lamella tm terr/croiom. into phm&l 
asfchjrl aeltnid§- dibroml&e, I15e-ll#^ oa C m  ; llition of aqueous 
l|drolmC3 acid* -
Aetg •* ■'-■ f  a  t . Id  ,T^ u ^ C : / !  * 1 AT y /*r ,,, •
flie compound (1*0 c*c.) arc par td as deserlbt'I above, and 
contained in a 5o.ll -distilll*^ fl x was grmiuallp Ear ted is an 
oil loin* : At iX3c»I5$$ ( lath m  mJ-'souo of tax# e.inised water 
distilled* rood at .one or two limps of m, oily material
distilled over, and dissolved In' th« water into wMeta th& .side ara 
of fcb# flask dipped#' At IE5® a stiidos decomposition ensuei* and 
eona o f  the material pro l a t e  1 .distilled* . tiro residue in t h e  
flask {about 1*0 g*} set' |.amsmiAtelj to a gcliow crystalline m s s  
a.p*' %  after inoculation with s'crpst-al of dlphenyl&Iseleii*
- - fi
ids* Iks water,i n t o  w h i c h  iho p r o d u c t s  of. d e c o m p o s i t i o n  * «* l^a* 1
■ - a ' - . ' j.
l©d* c o n t a i n e d  g l o b u l e s  o f  o i l ,  oral t h i s  was  i@ o ls . t sd  w i t h  e t h e r ,  j-
©ni ,Iliad* C m  rum Cert obtained (about 150 g.j'had b#p* SOt®
■
“303®, ana v&s i35atl.fl«d ss ptonyl s&ihyl sslenide.by its » t  | 
cosTeraica into phenyl asthyl eulsniae iit«!aiae,o.p.X15*-UC'i'.
v@.i§r# after the removal of the oil, gave a .silver mirror 
with ammoiilaa&l silver oxide,. restored the colour to Sohiff 
m ^ m t § on evaporation to Email 'bulk possessed the. character- 
iatlc odour of fomiklln solution, and on evaporation to dryness 
pave a" small amount of white amorphous material.: ,: fhere can
-thus bo little doubt that formaldehyde Is on© of the. decomposition 
products of phenyl methyl selenoxld* dihydroxide * Similar pr 
products wore obtained when tlw temp eraItirt of decmanoalticm wag
